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Chapter t
The Problem and Sources of Data
This meals is concerned with the progress through
school and the subsequent social adjustment of the pupils
who entered the Alexandria High School in liB#,
There are many things which the investigator must
know before attempting to determine the educational pro
gress of a group of pupils*

The physical features of

the school building, the qualifications of the teachers,
the classes taken, passed* failed and repeated* all
contribute to an understanding of the progress made* and
among others* are important factors to be studied*
The social and economic background, as well as the
history of the development of the city, are essential in
ascertaining the after-school adjustment of these former
pupils,
This study has included those factors which promise
an indication of school progress end after-school adjust
ment! It is hot an attempt to survey the school* nor to
criticise the instruction*

The objective is to ascertain

the progress of the pupils who entered the Alexandria
High School in 19B& and to determine the extent of the

social and economic adjustment of the group after leaving
sohoelf in the light of -such factors as background*
environment,, education and opportunities existing in the
community.
Sources of Data
There is no set procedure for a study of this type#
There is a wealth of surveys* reports of investigations,
educational survey outlines* government statistics, and
suggestions dealing with case studies of Individuals*
Though many of these materials have been helpful in
making this study, none has served as a complete guide*
little or no data could he Obtained for any part of the
study, except from public records and a questionnaire*
fhe group entering in 1986 was selected because of a
desire to study both the school record and the after
school occupations of the pupils*

The school data were

fairly adequate since they included an intelligence test
score, grades for the work don© each semester, state
ments of parents1 education, the health record, and the
pupil1a age*
1*

The chief sources of historical data were t

The History of Old Alexandria, from lf49 to 1861* by
Mary 8* Powell; Jottings from the Annals of Alexandria*

0

by James 1* Oaten;

Romanoe of Blatorlo Alexandria,

by Eugene B* Jackson, D* B*f and other writings , l&elud*
lug those of Benjamin Hallowell» Frank L* Brokett *
Seorg© W* Rook> and Mary llndsey*

4s no historical

account of the city, as such, was complete from the origin
of the city to the date of this study, the history was
compiled from the 'sources Just enumerated*
2*

fhe social and economic surrey was mad© from an
1
outline arranged by Miss Bess Goodykoontg, of the Office
of Education, Department of the Interior, Washington, D* 0.
Accuracy and acquisition of authenticated statements hay©
been given careful attention in the investigation, es-*
peoially that part of the survey of the city which
necessitated personal Interviews*

So material has been

included in this study which has not been, substantiated
by exact reference, close scrutiny and careful interpret
tatiom*
3*

(a) Additional data have been obtained from the

files of Mi© Alexandria High Schoolf 1986 to 1934,. school
circulars, report cards, announcements, state reports,
year books of the Southern Association of Colleges and

1*

A Social-Economic Survey as a Basis for an Educational
Survey.

Secondary Schools, A Survey" of the City school System, and
a questionnaire sent the pupils who entered the Alexandria
High School In 1936.
(b) The following m m

most helpful in the survey

division of the studyi the Aieacandrla chamber of Commerce,
The Alexandria Retail Merchants Association, the city
treasurer, the poetmaeber* court officers, librarians
of the city and school libraries, the superintendent of
schools* the city department heads* the telephone company*.
<
* *
the Red gross authorities* insurance company employees*
clergymen* and heads of prominent business establishments#
■
;

,

**

(o) Records of the commissioner of revenue’for
the year 1936, the city treasurer and the clerk of the
?

corporation court were used to obtain the figures per**
taining to the tar study*

f

Chapter II
Beginning an*I Qrowth of the City
of Alexandria
Captain John emlbh set out from Jamestown in 16G8
to explore the Chesapeake Bay and its mighty rivers

II

>

which he traversed as far- as the falls of these rivers*
ft is evident then* that the first white men to journey
to what is now Alexandria were with the famed dap tain
from America's first permanent Bnglish settlement* only
a year after the first landing at Jamestown*

fo the

Invading pale taeee the Indian, was reluctant to leave his*
prolific game fields at the falls of the Potomac , and he
relinquished them only after a prolonged contest*

It was

some time after SmithVs visit before private enterprise
was successful in establishing a town in the heart of this
Indian hunting ground * As late as 1676 a general Indian
attack was made from the "falls of the Potomac" to the
S
tidewater of the James* It was not until 1679 that another
captain* Howsen by name* brought one hundred and twenty
j

colonists to Virginia* for which he received a deed to a
crown patent of 6*600 acres of land extending along the
Potomac Elver northwest of what Is now known as Ana lo aton

2*
3*

John’Itershall*, life, of George Washington* p. 39«4B*
J* A* C* Ohandlerand TT^WTrhBmSaTooIoniai Virginia*
p# BB6-BS9*
.

IsXea&f-

this .land was later sold to John' Alexander
.

.

4

**!& eonsideration of 600 weight of tobacco*"
A relative of the Alexanders by marriage'* Simon
Pierson* settled on Pierson's Island,

later a settlement

m s made at Jones's Point* where the shipyard now stands.
' S

'

In 173S the "earner-*stone” of Alexandria's actual beginning
was laid* for in that year a tobacco warebouae was built*
around which many men raised their homes*

Many of these

early settlers * who lived in and near Alexandria were destined
to contribute liberally of their talents and stock* not only
.to Alexandria* but to- the nation*

lord Fairfax* Baron of

Cameron, Lawrence Washington* William Ramsey* John Carlyle*
and many other names are still linked with the history of
the countryside.

Many famous homes and gardens*, waterways *

and streets in Alexandria bear their names#

this honor

roll includes the names fameron, Washington, King, Prince*
Princess, BuMfe* 'Lee* Fairfax, Pitt and St* Asaph#

Although

this is not a complete list, it serves to picture the times
and the men#
6
of its own#

Bach street name is a memorial with a history

John Carlyle* William Ramsey and John Pagan were
prominent in establishing the city of Alexandria#

these

men came from Dumfries, on quantise Creek twenty miles

4.
5.
6.

Mary 0* Powell* the History of Old Alexandria, p* B5~S8#
V
Ibid* p.# id# ,■ ...........
Bugene B# Jackson* the Romance of Historic Alexandria, p. '*1-4

9

below Alexandria, where they were agents for Scotch shipping
firms#

When we see today the siz® and condition of ^uantleo

Oreelsi where the town of Dumfries had a shipping dock* we
feel little doubt,regarding the necessity of a search for s
better water facilities#

The channel of the creek must

bare filled considerably in the century and a half since
oceam^golng vessels discharged, their cargoes and loaded at
that point, for the creek is mow w r y shallow#

Alexandria,

with its warehouse and landing on the Potomac in the midst
of a country well cultivated and watered* replaced Dumfries
as a port of entry*

Mills were built on the adjacent streams

where corn and wheat were ground*

In addition to these

m l cable products, tobacco was a contributing factor to the
0

’

development of the little port*
The origin of the municipal government of Alexandria
Is very vividly outlined in Hennings Statutes*

The lines

and acreages, the names of owners and of men of prominence
at that time, the name of the surveyor and the stipulations
for building are all given in these chronicles*

Here, too,

is the authority for .naming the city Alexandria*
9
fhe Scotch agents called the settlement *Belhavea;*
others called it the town at Hunting Creels: Warehouses*

0*
0;

Mary 0* Powell* The History of Old Alexandria* n* $7*30«
Ibid, p. B7**30! 1 1

10

10

fh# first'legal ©ame, heweirer, was Alexandria * ft la
interesting'to cote the passage of an not of the Legislature
at the College In the City of Williamsburg *n»de in the
twenty*second year of the Reign of our Sovereign .lord
George, the aeoond, by the Grace of God , of Great Britain,
Frimee and Ireland, Slog* defender of the faith, eto*, and
la the year of our ftearft one thousand sewn hundred and
forty*© Ightt, entitled aa dot for emoting a town at Hunting
H
Greek ftarwbousee in the County of Fairfax** ttys College of
William and Mary, this ^College In the City of LiXXIamsburg,*
wa© the meeting pisee of the Legislature at that time,
13
1748, beeauee the c&pitol had not bees rebuilt after its
first destruction by fire*
$amea R* Gabon, who wrote the Legislative Ghronleles
of the City of Alexandria » says, "fbe first time the name
of ♦Alexandria1 appears in the legislative history of the
town* is found in the &eb of tetober, 19BB, providing -fop
holding fair© in the *foen of Alexandria**

I have found

nothing in legislative history at least, designating the
town by the name of ’Bella Haven,# or any other'name

10#
11*
m «*'
IS.#

&eyy G# Powell, yto History of old Alexandria# $>* B9*
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other than Alexandria."

18
This point is of interest because

of the existing ideas on the subject and the .premlenoe of
the noise "Belle Bowen*' in and about the city.

In fact,

tradition baa long linked Sells Baron with tbs original
name orthe eity.
The town deroloped rapidly; tbsre was oosneroe on land
and eater.

Sinoa it waa on the trail and post road between

growing communities is tbs north and in the south, stage
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ooaobes earns and left; ships Cooked from the markets of
Europe end Central America,

five shipping companies were

doing business In Alexandria a few years after the aero*
U
lutionary War. In consequence of suob business activity,
the tariff on this trade led to a dispute between Maryland
and Virginia.

This dispute prompted George Washington to

oall a" oonronticn in Alexandria.

This convention later

set at tit, Vernon, Annapolis, and finally in Philadelphia.
It developed through several steps into the Philadelphia
Convention which produced the Rational Constitution.
Thus Alexandria stands high in the inauguration of meetings
-- ■ ■:

18

which led to the formation of the Constitution.
By on act of the legislature, Virginia ceded to tbs

18,

J. a. Caton, Jgttingg.

W*

WmnX

Mg, i m h L M .
Virgin!& » p* 305a

P« 19*

Mstriot of Columbia*. in 1801 * m timet of load upon which
was to bo built m part of tbo capital city of tha nation#
ffeo C i t y a n d C o u n ty of A la x a n & r ia ramaloai a , p o r t of bh©
Btatrlct of Columbia until Congress aaprowad roeossion
Id
legislation in 184d**?# At t b o t i a a of it© o o t» b U o tn m n & *
a n d 01ran whan tha capital wm© moved from Philadelphia,

Washington was th© town and Alexandria * th© city#

naturally*

the accommodation© offered by Alexandria attracted many of
If'
tha Congressional and other official groups# , Cadaby*©
T&wara was at tha height of it® popularity* which* with th©
attraction© of Virginia*© mod© of living* influenced many
gow#ram©»b lander© of tha day to lire in Alexandria*

Ufa*

to th© Cavalier® who bad com© to Virginia for fortune and
adventure instead of for' religious freedom* am# %ult©
different from U f a to the psapla In tb© Horan#

After b©

bad astdurad th© hardship® and ©off©ring® of tha early year©
in this country* Including fb© period of th® Eawlutlonaty
Ibr* tba Virginia Cavallar m s filled with ah© aaat. of
living and sou#it way® and moan© of axpraaaing hi© foaling*
An m m of unusual galaty followed the period of th® lata
eighteenth aantuvy*

Id*
IV#

the theatre* colonial balls* hors®

Act a of General Assembly of Virginia ie4S<*€d»4V* * p* 50~5X*
and hot of dongraaa* waitad Stats© statute® at harg©
lM6*185lt P* W-S*#
Ifary 0* Powell* fbty. History of old Alexandria, p# aao^SSO*

13

molug, and card playing war# Indulged in fey the colonial
J- ' 18
gentleman vvlth groat fervor# Alexandria was a center of
these' m tlvltiap,*
The gallantry ant respect for women* the Obesterfieldlan
manners of the Cavalier, ant the comforts of the growing
town' tit much to attract to Alexandria many who hat a kindred
attitude toward life#

Before 1800, in this thriving little

cosmopolitan seaport* flourished a theater giving the test
plays of the day. Including those of Shakespeare and Gold19
10
smith* The Masonic order was established in 1783* in
addition to the social and fraternal aspects of the order*
the mason© established a museum which has contributed to
the preservation of countless valuable relics of early
'El
Americana* literature and the arts were not neglected* for
32
a library was opened in Alexandria In 1792#
fhe first school incorporated la the town was the
'33
Alexandria Academy in 1786, the act of incorporation
provided for the election of the trustees, and named the
following* William Brown, David Stewart, lohn Fitzgerald,

18*
19*

20*

X* A* §m Chandler and T* B# Thames* Colonial Virginia,
p.* 385-398*
Alexandria Advertiser * torch 18, 1798*

'Sr^'&TBrockettJ'*^''~^E^"lipdge o f Washington * p* 18*

21* /ibid*, p * 18*
22* The Book of Hules and Regulations,. Alexandria library*
33* ST'R* Oaton* jottings fTOmlr'€Ke”'lS^als: of Alexandria, p* 28*

u

Charles Lee, William Ba&er, Isaac S* Keith, JTosiati Watson,
' 1
84
,, '
Benjamin Dulany, and Charles Simms* the incorporation ©t
'’

r

bfcw Female Free School of Alexandria was accomplished in
8$
,
''
1847 , and la 1849 the "Board of School Commissioners of the
r

County of Alexandria" was authorized to support the "lanoastartan School *"
,

She Protestant episcopal. Theological Semi**

*'

'. "

: 1

"

86

mary and High School ia Virginia' was incorporated la 1S94*
Sine© an Act of the Oeneral Assembly of Virginia la 1870,
permitted the loan of aims for drill purposes to St* Johnfs
Academy this school also was In existence prior to that
■07
date* fh# first or "Uniform System of Public Free Schools"
In Virgiaia was established by the adoption of the Act of
1870 providing for the establishment * development, and
88
support of "Free Schools" in Virginia#
Hegro education was cared for by the incorporation of
the "feta toy Hemal and Industrial School of Alexandria,
Virginia" in 1898*

She incorporation of the "First Free

School Society of Alexandria, Virginia" for the promotion
of the education and welfare of the children of the colored
race in Alexandria was accomplished by Washington Sf# Jackson,

84, fwetve Hennings © -Statutes at large# p* 398#
85‘*. James E*.’Caton, JoTOiSgs from^tKa'"lAnnatg of Alexandria l
p. 181-188*
86# ibid;
87# James 1# Caton* Jottings from the Annals of Alexandria*
p. 182-184*
Xbld«j p* X32>*

15

Freeman H» M* Hurray, Bob ©rib W* Bentley, trainee w* Lumpkina,
m

and others in 1900#
it is interesting' to note that the Educational Society
of Mainland and Virginia was founded in ISIS by clergymen
and laymen resident in Washington and Alexandria, 0# C.
This society was responsible for the founding of the
Theological Seminary at Alexandria#

The society at a

meeting on October £6* 18001 voted to establish a professor**
ship of theology under direction of William and Mary at
Williamsburg, Virginia, the teaching to be done at Alexanr
drla»- in the District of Columbia*

By virtue of this res©*

lution the Reverend Dr# Griffith*s home on Washington Street
was rented, and in 1833* Dr* Reuel Keith was made the pro*
fesao?*

Additions to the faculty of this theological school

during the next five years were Dr* William H. Wllmer and the
Rev# Oliver Morris *

In 1837 the Seminary was moved to It s
30
present location |ust outside the city* The Seminary is
31
still operating (1938) with seventy students in attendance*
The Episcopal High School is also operating with a student
33
body of two hundred boarders and twenty day scholars*

39** 1. H* Catch. Jobbings from' the Annals of Alexandria*
p# 183**l©d#
-••
’
30* Mary 0* Powell, The History of Old Alexandria, p* 380*1*
31.** Registrar, Theological' Seminary,'Records.""" '
SB** Registrar, Episcopal High School, Records,1

16

St# Mary*s Academy toe also bean Influential In the
m
cultural growth of Alexandria since.Its founding in I860*
Ait application requesting the privilege of organic tog a/,
school was made to the Superior of The Sisters of the Holy
Cross at St# ll&ryto* Heir© tome* lndlean&* in 1069#
application, was approved*

The

Shortly thereafter five sisters

were sent to open the foundation* 'A building on North
Fairfax Street was obtained*

The school was later moved to

its present location on Prince Street*
The annals of the Sisters of the Holy Cross In Alex
andria contain a story of hardships and sacrifices % there
were times when the necessities' of life were lacking*'

In

spite of adversity the school ’obtained the support' of -the
community* and in 1889 a larger and more centrally located
building was secured*

The annala of this school contain no

note of discord| in. fact they mention *ttot the people of
Alexandria- of all creeds have been kind and helpful*11 At
present the enrollment of one hundred and twenty«flve Is
3#
made up entirely of girls* The other Homan Catholic school*
the Xaveriau School'for Boys* was established In 1919* but
closed Its 'doors at the end of the 193# session*
33#
34*

Annals of St* Mary1a Academy* Manuscript by the Sister
Superior Assumta* 1933*
Annals of St* {8hryts Academy* Manuscript by the Slater
Superior •Aeaumtu* 1936*

fbm form of government which predominated. in the etty
from time to time was wriid#

Beginning os a colonial city#

it m s later Incorporated la the territory taown a© the
District of Oolumbia*

later it m

included within the

tround&ry of 'Alexandria county* which m m finally ateo^ad to
A r i l n g t o n C o u n ty * a n d A l e x a n d r i a bco&i&e a c i t y w i t h n o

county affiliations*.

It is one of the w r y few oitie® in

the Goimtry to b# designated-ea that i© eocsBoaly known as a
30
«frae eity+*
So 1930 * the town .'of Potcnmo and a part of the countlmm
of Fairfax and Arlington were annexed to the oiby# through,
legal nation, increseing the population about six thousand#
Ho history of Alexandria would be complete without the
mention of influential agencies# businesses # and places of
interest which have contributed to the attractiveness and
growth of the city? Mount Vernon* the home of Washington!
Q w m % m Hail* the home of Qeorge Masonf Bcleoir# Wellington#
Weodlaira* the canals, the railroads# the famous nosthread©
and turnpikes# the market and the market square # the Hamsey ’
Bhuae# the Carlyle house# Christ Church# the old Presbyterian
meeting Souse# the Alemndrla Academy building#' the loyal Oaorf*

33#

F a m e 1# Oaton# Fottlnas ffrom the Annals of Old Alexandria*
p# 100#
*

IS

The Halnbow inn, Washington*a town house and many
other

interest Mmiradrlftxia ant visitor* alike*0

Oomereltslly* the establishment of the Potomac Tart®
terminal $ the Fruit Orowere Bxprese* a railway oar recondi
tioning plant | the Mutual t m -Companyff which re-lees mil-**
road ear® containing perishables! the American Agricultural
and Chemical Company* and more recently* the Ford Motor
Company*e assembly plant deserve mention**0
Implications mt the Historical Material
It can rightly be said that Alexandria has a history
worthy of the pride of its people * and worthy of 'the interest
of the thousands of visitors who m m

each year*

The city*a

business is connected chiefly with the railroads and asso
ciated industries,, though there are many other enterprises*
Secantly the chares of Alexandria's suburbs has attracted
many business man* who rant their homes in Alexandria* aril''
commute to their places of business in Washington and the
vicinity*,

with these factors In mind* as well as the in

heritance of the schools and the atmosphere, of the city as
if Is pictured in this short- resume* one is better able to

mA wmwm detailed discussion of the prominent places'of

historical interest may be .found in the appendix*
other industrial concerns are mentioned In the
survey of the city which have contributed to Its development*

gat a full under standing of the -problem*

It should be Isepb

in mind throughout the thesis that traditions dictate certain
procedures and that these procedures are In conflict with
the philosophy of public secondary education*

Recall that

the railroads and their associated businesses influence the
supply and demand of employment to a large extent * Boar in
mind that the increase of commuters to Washington opened new
fields of business*

Remember that there have been many

other schools which have served the educational demands of
the community* and that these schools formerly Influenced
the people who would otherwise have been more interested in
the progress of a public school system*

20

Chapter 111
Hie

of the City*

A complete survey of the city provided to the appendix
gives an. Insight into the economic end social background of
the city* in which the pupils dealt with to this study
lived and- nought employment after attending school*

sine©

a part of the study deals with the occupational status and
compensation of the group* this survey is an important
feature*

Such an examination, moreover, indicates the

extent to which the city Is dependent upon a given type
of industry* any curtailment of which would definitely
affect employment to the city*

For example* the Inroads

made by motor vehicles into the business of the railroads,
have seriously affected the entire economic status of the city*
Furthermore* a survey of the city indicates the cul
tural background of the community as well as the general
interests of the people*

Some discussion will bring out.

these points more to detail*
‘
^Authorities for references are noted to the body of the
survey# which may be found to the appendix* fhe survey
was mad© according* to a form made‘by* Bess Ooodykoontz,
Office of Education* Wash togton, 3>* 0* Since the results
of other surveys using this form were not available at
the Office of Education* no comparable data were used*

Central Background
Alexandria

la

a city of1moderate ©!&©, haring t m m w

than sa*OGO inhabitant®#

Although it® general abmepfcer#

la topically that of an old city of the Oauth, a strong
Influence result© from its proximity to Washington* l>* 0#
With tradition© closely listed to old Virginia* it© people
or# proud of tte association® tilth the early history of the
eeuatry* ' In fact* its history 1# rich in colonial cormootions, and its early inhafcit&nt® war# cotiseioaonsly promt-*
nent In the great oaovamanta of the pre^rewiutionary day®*
aa wall a© in those following the devolution*

The people

of iileaandria are justly proud of Christ Church, of Gad©by*a
fevern, of the Old JRreshytarian Meeting Souse, of the Carlyle
House where General Bra&dock planned the attack on fort
GuQuaeno, and of the home of Robert U* lee* who cause to
Alexandria to live and to go to school*

fhey cherish the

home© of .George Waehlngton* George Mason and lord Fairfax*
a® m i l as the home© of the tees* particularly the famous
Arlington which overlook© the Potomac Hlyer not far from
the city of sfcehingten*

Alemndrlan© esteem- highly m a y

other stately colonial bou©ae on the outskirts of the city*
because the former master® of these estates wore the founders
end builders of their city end nation*

m

Sentiment does much to formulate the attitude of a com
munity, and the prevailing sentiment in Alexandria dictates
that her past is to he revered#

naturally* the product of

the schools is expected to assimilate and carry on this
ideal*

There lsf however* an element which maintains that

this attitude keeps the city from doing little more than
living on its past*
location and Accessibility
The city is located within five miles of the nation*s
capital and is less than two hundred miles up the lotomaor
Elver from the Atlantic Ocean#

In the last Century ocean

going vessels came to its docks* where now only the
Horfolk-l^ashington Steamboat Company maintains a regular
schedule* 2"There are freight lines,- however, which ship
products’to the city by water, though‘they do not maintain
regular schedules*
At the time of the survey, 1933, there were fifty-three
passenger trains going and coming each day*

It was not

surprising* then, that the slogan of the city should be*
*Alexandria— the gateway to Pixie#0 Bight trunk line rail
ways move each day through the city a total of twenty-five
hundred freight cars#

On the outskirts of the city two

airports furnish ample transportation' by air in all directions#*

m

Population m & v^mpX<$g~mnt
The character of the population la almost entirely
turntlve Ammriean# uniass we consider the one**fifth negro
population otherwise*

Leas than 1000* eMafly ©reeks and

Italians ore foreign t o m *
About one**fifth of the people exercise the privilege
of voting* and ene*baXf of the population of the city i«s
gainfully employed*

Thera were in 1932 aa m a y as 18 #465

wage earners* and thirty^four Industries in the olbr*
ftegse for the various occupations averaged from 360 to $100
a month for clerkst 31 #00 to $X*?B per hour for mechanics*
and about $B00 per month for railroad workers depending upon
the type of position and length of tenure#
W e a lth

In 195& Income tames amounted to $?45t&Q$«17«
ear# #4t8S6vf#f*0® invested in tameable bonds.
bank amounted .to $it£&$94S9*0O*

There

Money in

Post, office receipts*

generally considered an index 'to wealth* totaled $64t4&?*©$*
The operating' expenses for the upkeep of the various muaiei*
pal departments amounted to ®6Slfit9.G0 for the year previous
to the date of the study* the last year when figures were,
available for our purpose*

These figures compare favorably

with those of other cities of the state# according to the

£4

C b u f o m of Commerce of Alamadrla*

fba .aaeivmiA personal

property m m valued at $&»168»&?&*0O» which was forty pear
cant of the actual 1mitim*
®§9t00Ot000*00
# & #4 ? 0 * 4 4 h * 9 3 f

the total wealth was placed at

the waving* aeoeuxtte In the banks totaled
I H .1 9 3 S *

Hiring CfemAitlesa
*ffce olty has a vary old residential se ction * mm' wall
a# m a y new developments* a condition ^hloh Implies a a erne**
what diversified type of home and living conditions*

fhere

a n forty tenements* twe»ty~five two-family flats* one
hundred apartment buildings* and 5000 Individual residence#*
8antal* vary aecor&inf to the location and type of
house* ranging from :J£S*O0 to #150*00 per month*
all homes have electricity and modern plumbing*

Practically
about sixty

per cent of the -people own their homos*

Health
The city maintains a modern health department with a
full-time physio Ian in charge* assisted fcy two nurses and a
sanitary inspector*

food inspection, milk inspection, gas*

huge disposal* and Inspection of the water supply a m eared
for by members of this departmentt In addition to clinical
and quarantine duties* to which they give much of their
attention*
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A m o d e m hospital treated 2*110 patients in 1031*

averaging fffty**two a day*

m e number of operations was

1,100 during the year*
Compulsory vaccination for smallpox and strict qu&rasv*
tine for contagious disease are enforced*

School teachers

are required to preseat a certificate of health before they
are given a contract each year*

felloe and safety committees

keep the accident toll to an admirable minimum*
delinquency sad Crime
JUvenile crime la lower in Alexandria than in cities
36
of comparable ais#* the number of cases brought into the
Juvenile Court for the year of the survey was 203* chiefly
for petty thievery* and the more common delinquencies of
boyhood gangs*

A probation officer works in conjunction

with the Juvenile and Domestic Relatione Court to bring
these offenders under the Jurisdiction of the Juvenile Court,
fbe city records each day an average of ten law viola*
tions of all kinds*

light hundred convictions were secured

in. the courts- during 1032*
Social Welfare and Charities
m e Bed Cross* the Children* a Day ftursery* fhe Aim Dee
Home for Old ladies* the Associated Charities* the Salvation
Army* the Chtted Charities* in addition to the many church

Be

oftgmimt&oii* and individual phiXanthroplets* m m
needy*

for the

^hd city cooperates with neufby magisterial districts

In the maintenance of o poor house*
Hecre&bion
for more ation the city mmtmtminn a swimming pool* a
ffl&ll'pert, and three public playground® under a playground
director and three assistants*

Oreat need exiet* for much

more space and equipment for recreation *
School©
The public school system m e composed of sis graded
schools and two high schools until recently#

In 195$ a

m o d e m high school was built to care for all secondary
education#

Thm i o r m r high school buildings were converted

into graded schools to relieve the congestion in the lower
grades* seme of which were operating on the d0 uble«*day plan*
ffce schools of the City are accredited by the State
Department of Mmcebion and the two high schools which
agisted whoa this study was made were accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.#
In 195$ the total, attendance was $000 g 1100 of these were
In high school*

Fifty per cent of each freshman class

graduates from high school* and nearly twentywfire per cent
of the graduates goes to college*

In addition to the public

high schools there ere tour parochial schools in or near
the city#
Educational Implications
la general* ttom social and economic background which
the pupil of Alexu&rl* Sigh School has Irteribed la on# of
which h# has a right to be proud*
are* on the whole* food*

1!be social conditions

Soonoalealljr* tt&e city provides

opportunities above the aweraf## and It* proximity to the
capital city with a population of w a r on# half a million
la especially fortunate for those who desire to eater bu*l«»
m a s after' high school*
the survey shows that tha employed population la pre&oml**
neatly in bransportmblon occupations* which doubtlsaa implies
a need for industrial education*

tlm opportunities for aul*

tom-1 advancement and community service are numerous * in that
there are m a y institutions and clubs which sponsor the advance**
ment of cultural and social activities* such as the Garden
Club and the Oamroa Oluh, which promote movements per*
t&lnlng to the welfare of the community! the Business and
Professional f c e n fi Blub*, which has its social as well as
its business aspects! three service clubs# the Eobarjr*
Eiwanie and the Ilona# which in aMition to- their occupational
interests* do much for the h m ill and happiness of those who

arc in unfortunate circumstances * The chief cultural
■advantage of living in Alexandria lies in the fact that
Washington is easily and quickly reached* where such
organisations aa the national Geographic Society* the
Gorooran Art Galleries* the national Museum* and many
other uplifting agencies'nay be enjoyed by the public*

m

dhapter TV
A General Survey of the School and the Teaching Force
The group of pupils* 92 in number, selected for this
study entered the Alexandria High School in 1926*

This

year was selected because it permitted the Investigation
of progress through the entire four years of high school
and four years of subsequent social adjustment for those
who graduated la normal time*

Those who failed to complete

the high school course , as well ae those who graduated after
1930, were included in the investigation.

Before discussing

the group further It may be interesting to note the eo&&£»
tlons and circumstances which influenced the work of the
group*
Thera were six high schools operating in Alexandria
and its immediate vicinity in 1926 s namely* Alexandria
High School, George Mason High School* Episcopal High
School* Saint Mary’s Academy , and the Xaverian Brothers1
School*

The first two are public* and the remainder are

parochial schools.

While the majority of pupils at the

Episcopal High School are not from Alexandria* come
Alexandria boys are enrolled*

The Saint Agnes School,

a private school also, enrolls a large percentage of its
students from Alexandria#

The two Roman Catholic schools#

m

Saint Mary*© Academy an&the Xaverian Brothers* School,
enroll Alexandria pupils exclusively.*
A brief survey of tlx© Alexandria High School which the
group attended is necessary, to give the condition© under
which the group worked*

For purposes of illustrating the

individual, characteristics of the school and teaching force *
the year 1950 was selected*

Comparisons however* were

limited to the span of the study* which m s from 19S6 to
1934* though some statistics covering earlier and later
periods were* in a few instances* considered advisable#
fhe Building'
According to the corner-stone date* the Alexandria High
School was built in 1915.

Fifteen standard six© school rooms*

an auditorium and two small rooms, all used for teaching,
represent the available classroom space*

1*hough basement

space was converted into laboratories and.two rooms in an
abandoned grade school some distance away were used, the
690 pupils were inadequately provided for*

Bach of the

twenty rooms had more than an average of thirty-four pupils
per room* and two of the twenty rooms were of a six© which
implies that they were built to b© used as offices* a situs*
tlon which indicates the crowded condition of the building*
Comparative percentages dealing with the public and private
schools are given in a subsequent chapter#

t
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The h m t t Jig end ventilating system is of the hot-air
type with a centralised air**oireulatlag fan*

Bo provision

m s mad© for tb© regulation of olassraos temperature*
The athletic teams bed a haeemort room where they
bathed * dressed# and stored equipment*

Bo gyiHiasiu® of

any kind existed*
The auditorium m e need as a study hall end library*

It

was also used by the student body for assembli©© and meetings*
Toilet facilities and provieion for attention to oleaali**
nee* were never adversely commented neon in the reports of vari
ous ©oimlbteaa which inspected the school from time to .time*
Crganls&atlot!
The Alexandria High School was or ganiBsd on the ©even*
four plans that is seven ■grades below the high school end
four in the high school, making a total of eleven year© in the
public ©ahool organisation*
Sixteen Carnegie unite are required for graduation*
A unit is-equivalent to five hours oXasswork a weak for
thirty**six weeks; howeverf the minimum length of ©lass
periods ie somewhat less in m a y schools of the state*
Enrollment
The enrol latent for the year 1980# the year in which the
group selected should have graduated# was 00?# divided among

th© four ©lasses as follows! eighth, 330; ninth, 166;
tenth* 1S5; eleventh, 86 * There were sixty-one graduates*
w

twenty-six of whom wont 'to ©©liege the following fall*
Staff
The superintendent of schools was th© eaeeoutlv© officer
of the entire school system*

The principal was the executive

officer of the high school under the direction of the -super**
lateadent* There were twenty-four teachers* Including the
principal and a part-time physical education teacher for
the girls*

The pupil-teacher ratio was twenty-four pupils

to one teacher*
Teacher Preparation
Professional preparation of teachers is shown in
Table 1#

411 teachers held the collegiate or the collegiate

professional certificate, which means that they had a bache
lor1s degree#

Five teachers had no professional training

and nine teachers had less than nineteen hours of professional
training*

If twenty semester hours in education* as a part

of the training of the teacher* he taken as a standard of
professional training* thirty-five per cent of the teachers
had not been professionally trained#

Fifteen teachers* or

sixty-fiv© per cent# were professionally trained* since five
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Hat© * SraduatS work
ifcajor andislnoy
subjects of many teachers sines graduation, that
itf they hare, In some instances,taken differ eat
work in the graduate college from that- pursued
in undergraduate votk#'

m

of thorn had more than nineteen hours, five more than twenty*
ulna* three more than thirty-nine* and two more than fifty
semester hours of Education*

This professional training

includes both undergraduate and graduate worh*
The distribution of the major and ©indr subjects talren
in college is shown In Table XX*

The distribution extended

over the entire field'of subjects taught in the school for
both majors and minors*

In fact, all subject fields were

cohered by majors, with the exception of economics, French,
and domestic science*

There were ten who majored in educa

tion, four in English* four In history* two in science, and
two in commercial work*

The remainder of the subjects offered

in the school* with the three exceptions noted* were taught by
teachers who had majored in those subjects*

Eighteen teachers

minored in English* nine In history* four each in mathematics
and science, three In French* fire in education, two each In
physical education and domestic science* and one each in
Spanish* economics* la tin and Bible*

Bible was not taught in

the'school* 'The fact that eighteen teachers minorad in English
enhances the ralue of those teachers who were teaching those
subjects they majored In*

It is an established fact that all

teachers are English teachers* or should be*

The nine history

saltiers cannot be considered as other than Incidental*
Professional Study of the Teachers
One progress!tre attitude of teachers Is indicated by the

-amount*~of study aftex* employment*

Four-fifths of the teachers

In the Alexandria High School have earned more- than six session,
hours credit per teacher since receiving their Bachelor* s
Degreea according to the school1s teacher improvement records*
Experience of the Teachers
Table III gives the total years of experience of the
twenty-four teachers In the Alexandria High School in 1930*
five teachers had no previous experience in the city, which
indicates a turnover* in 1930, of more than twenty per cent*
Only one teacher had served more than twenty years in the
school* and three had served more than ten years*

The median

number of years of experience in Alexandria was slightly less
than two years*
There were five teachers who had taught elsewhere before
coming to the Alexandria High School*

Four teachers had

bau^tt elsewhere for a period of from ten to fourteen years*
and two for a period of six to nine years*

The median amount

of teaching experience of those teachers who entered the Alex
andria High School was approximately two years*
m
The national Survey of the Education of Teacher# shows
that the median number of years of experience of the teachers

87*

national Survey of Education of Teachers, Vol* 11, p* 38*31,
Bulletin 1933, Humber 10, Office of Education, Halted
States Department of the Interior*

The total fm&tem or years tangtit by fanility 111.

Alexandria ana else^ie?#*.
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in the city high school® of Virginia is ten years#

This is

considerably mors than the experience of the teachers in the
Aiejcftsftiris 'High school*
Program or Studies
Illustration t serves a© &r:abbreviated catalogue for the
high school.

It contain© instruction© and suggestlone# known

as the Program of Sbudies and raremta* Guide *

It was Included

in th© study to ©how the courses and Instruct lone regarding'
them received by each student*

fhe folder also contains a

statement of the standing of the school, the requirement a for
graduation, the status of th# pupils who transfer to the school,
and a discussion of credits* or units*

It also explains atten

dance requirements* state requlramanbe* school requirements *
and other information pertaining to th® three courses offered
by the school*

It explain# briefly the preparation necessary

for meeting entrance requirements’-of colleges and universities*
as well ae suggestion® concerning necessary regulations*
A folder of this nature has been used each year* though

constant revision Is necessary to keep it accurate*

Am courses

and classes ehang® constantly* the guide must be kept up to
date| it 1© worthless,* even harmful# if it is out of date*
The illustration* now a printed one* was until 1034* In mlmeographed form*

There Is little ’difference in the cost* but

th® printed fora has been retained longer and' followed mole
closely by the pupils probably because'' of Its compactness

In addition to the 14 required credits, 2 or m ore
credits m ust be chosen from the electiv e list below , to
m ake the n ecessary 16 cred its required for graduation.
E le c tiv e S u b je c ts
.
C r e d its
B u s in e s s M eth o d s ...................................-........................—
/4
C o o k in g .......................................................
J4
E co n o m ics .................................................—..................................
E u r o p e a n H is to r y (1' or 2 y e a r s )
1 or 2
^ F ren ch ..........................................................................................
2
* E a tin (2 , 3, or 4 y e a r s ) .................
2 , 3 or 4
* S p a n ish ..............................................................
1
S e w in g ...............................................................:.............................

N O T E : B u sin ess classes w ith ex cep tio n of B u sin ess
M ethods sh ou ld not be taken in college preparatory
courses.
R ead y ou r report card instructions carefu lly. R e 
p orts are sen t to parents by th e student s ix tim es
each year.
T w o h o u rs’ h om ew ork is recom m ended. T h ere is
no w a y for a student to prepare m ore than tw o le s
sons during the one stu d y hour at school.
C o lleg e attendance should be carefu lly considered
from m any an gles. T h ere is a special b ulletin a v a il
able w h ich w ill g iv e th e parents and students data
on c o lleg e requirem ents and other inform ation. W h ile
this sch ool offers subjects w h ich w ill enable students
to enter a n y college, there is no h igh school cu rricu 
lum w h ich gu aran tees entrance to e v e ry co lleg e. R e 
quirem ents d iffer am on g the co lleg es. T h e require
m ents are frequ ently c h a n g e d ; therefore, each stu 
dent is held responsible fo r ap p lyin g for cla sses w h ich
w ill enable h im to enter th e c o lleg e o f his choice. T h e
principal w ill be glad to a ssist parents and pupils in
a scertain in g and fo llo w in g all co lleg e requirem ents.
D o not m ake the m istak e of picking the co lleg e after
the cou rse has been taken. T h ey seldom fit. W r h e
for' th e co lleg e catalogu e and fo llo w its requirem ents
as far as su b ject requisites are concerned.
E v ery effort is m ade to avoid to o m any rules in
conductin g th e school. H o w ev er, a certain num ber of
them are n ecessary for quiet and efficient operation.
E v ery stu d en t-is held responsible for the rules regard 
ing attendance, conduct,- scholarship, grad u ation re
quirem ents and all other n ecessities w h ich exp erience
has sh ow n is n ecessary for th e w elfa re o f th e individ
ual and the group. T h ey are taken up in detail in each
room early in the year.

* E e s s th a n tw o c re d its in ea ch fo r e ig n la n g u a g e taken, w ill
not be accep ted to w a rd graduation'.

PROGRAM O F STU D IES AND
P A R E N T S G U ID E
ALEXANDRIA HIGH S C H O O L
1

2

R eco g n itio n . T h is school is a ccred ited by th e State
o f V ir g in ia and the S ou th ern A sso c ia tio n of C olleges
and S econ d ary S ch ools. Its grad u ates are accepted
w ith o u t entrance exam in ation s in all c o lleg es and u n i
v ersities w h ere students are accepted from an y school
w ith o u t requiring entrance exam in ation s. T h ere are
certain c o lleg es w h ich require en tran ce exam in ation s
o f a ll applicants.
R e q u ire m e n ts fo r G radu ation . S ix te e n units are r e 
quired for grad u ation in all courses. T h ere are ce r 
tain m inim um sta te . requirem ents w h ich m u st be met,
th ou gh each course requires a differen t grou p of su b 
jects in addition to the state m inim um requirem ents.
M o st su b jects require a y e a r ’s w o rk fo r com pletion,
th ou gh there are several h a lf-y ea r su b jects. A u n it’s
credit represents th ir ty -six w eek s’ w ork , tak en five
tim es a w eek for o n e hour a d ay e x cep t in th e case
o f laboratory subjects w h ich require little or no hom e
study, such as typ in g and physical education. T y p in g
is assign ed on e-h alf th e credit valu e o f th e regular
su b jects and m ay be included in the six tee n units r e 
quired for graduation. P h y sica l education is n ot in
cluded in the six tee n units but is required of all
p h ysically fit students.
L ess than tzvo units in each fo reign la n g u a g e taken
w ill n ot be accepted tow ard graduation.
C redits earned outside o f A lex a n d ria w ill be accepted
if accepted by the sta te departm ent o f ed u cation in
the state from w h ich the student com es, ex cep t w here
the requirem ent for grad u ation is less than that o f the
State" o f V irg in ia .
N o diplom a w ill be aw arded u n less the student has
m ade at least three of his senior credits in this sch oo .
W o r k done in n on -accredited schools w ill n ot be a c 
cepted w ith o u t exam in ation , or until th e pupil com 
p letes su ccessfu lly an advanced sem ester of th e sam e
subject or subjects.
T o receive credit a student m ust be en rolled in the
subject. H o m e tu torin g in su b jects not enrolled for
does not m eet the S ta te or S ch ool requirem ents. W o rk
m issed m ust be m ade up if credit is to be given . L e g iti
m ate absences a re- excu sa b le and a note from the
parent statin g the cause o f the absence, if accepted as
an ex cu sa b le cause, en titles the student to m ake up
the delinquency. G oing to the bank, b u yin g clothes,

Illustration Number 1, Program of Studies and Parents'*

Guide, Alexandria Btgft Softool
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In a d d itio n to th e 14 r eq u ire d c r e d its, 2 o r m o r e
c r e d its m u st, b e c h o se n fr o m th e e le c t iv e lis t b e lo w , to
m a k e th e n e c e s s a r y 16 c r e d its req u ire d fo r g r a d u a tio n .

PROGRAM O F STU D IES AND
P A R E N T S GUIDE

E le c tiv e S u b je c ts
C r e d its
B u s in e s s M eth o d s .............................................................—
J4
C o o k in g ............. —...................................................................
1
E co n o m ic s .................................................. ;...............................
J-4
E u ro p ea n H is to r y (1 or 2 y e a r s ) ............................1 or 2
^ F ren ch ..........................-....................................................
* E a tin (2 , 3, or 4 y e a r s ) ................
2, 3 or 4
* S p a n ish ......................................................
S e w in g .............................................................................................
1

A LEXANDRIA HIGH S C H O O L

2
2

N O T E : B u sin ess classes w ith ex cep tio n o f B u sin ess
M ethods should not be taken in college preparatory
courses.
Rea'ii y o u r report card in stru ction s carefu lly. R e 
ports are sen t to parents by the student s ix tim es
each year.
T w o hou rs’ h om ew ork is recom m ended. • T h ere is
no w a y for a student to prepare m ore than tw o le s
sons during the one stu d y hour at school.
C o lleg e attendance should be ca refu lly considered
from m any an gles. T h ere is a special b ulletin a v a il
able w h ich w ill g iv e the parents and students data
on co lleg e requirem ents and other inform ation. W h ile
this sch ool offers sub jects w h ith w ill enable students
to enter a n y college, there is no h ig h sch ool cu rricu 
lum w h ich guarantees entrance to e v e r y co lleg e. R e
quirem ents differ am on g the co lleg es. T h e require
m ents are freq uently c h a n g e d ; - therefore, each stu 
dent is held responsible for ap p lyin g fo r cla sses w hich
w ill enable him to en ter th e co lle g e o f his choice. T h e
principal w ill be glad , to a ssist parents and pupils in
ascertain in g and -fo llo w in g all co lle g e requirem ents.
D o not m ake the m istak e o f picking the co lleg e after
the course has been taken. T h ey seldom fit. W r i'e
for the co lleg e catalogu e and fo llo w its requirem ents
as far as su b ject requisites are concerned.
E v ery effort is m ade to avoid too m any ru les in
conductin g th e school. H o w ev er, a certain num ber of
them are n ecessary for quiet and efficient operation.
E v ery student is held ^responsible for th e rules regard 
ing attendance, .conduct, scholarship, graduation re
quirem ents and all other n ecessities w h ich exp erience
has show n is n ecessary fo r the w elfa re of th e in d ivid 
ual and the group. T h e y are taken up in detail in each
room early in the year.

* E e s s th a n tw o c re d its in e a ch fo r e ig n la n g u a g e ta k en w ill
n o t b e a ccep ted tow ard g ra d u a tio n .
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R eco g n itio n . T h is sch ool is accred ited by the State
o f V ir g in ia and the S ou th ern A sso c.a tio n of C olleges
and Secondary S ch ools. Its graduates are accepted
w ith o u t entrance exam in ation s in all colleg es and u n i
v ersities w h ere students are accepted from any school
w ith o u t requiring entrance exam in ation s. T h ere are
certain c o lleg es w h ich require entrance exam inations
o f a ll applicants.
R e q u ire m e n ts fo r G radu ation . S ix te e n units are re
quired for grad u ation in all courses. T h ere are cer
tain m inim um state requirem ents w hich m u st be met,
th ou gh each cou rse requires a d ifferent group of su b 
jects in addition to the state m inim um requirem ents.
M o st su b jects require a y ea r’s w o rk for com pletion,
th ou gh there a re several h a lf-year su b jects. A - u n it ’s
credit represents th ir ty -six w eek s’ w ork, taken five
tim es a w eek fo r One hour a day ex cep t in the case
o f laboratory su b jects w h ich require littie or no hom e
study, such as typ in g and physical education. T yp in g
is assig n ed o n e-h a lf th e credit valu e o f the regular
su b jects and m ay be included in the six teen units re
quired for graduation. P h y sica l education is1 not in
cluded in the six teen units but is required o f all
p h y sica lly fit students.
L ess than tw o u n its in each fo reig n lan g u age taken
w ill not be accepted tow ard graduation.
/
C redits earned ou tsid e o f A lex a n d ria w ill be accepted
if accepted by the state departm ent o f education in
th e state from w h ich the student com es, ex cep t w here
the requirem ent for graduation is less tban that o f the
S ta te o f V irg in ia .
N o diplom a w ill be aw arded u n less the student has
m ade at least three o f his senior credits in this schoo..
W o r k done in n on -accredited schools w ill not be a c 
cepted w ith ou t exam in ation , or until the pupil com 
p letes su ccessfu lly an advanced sem ester of the sam e
su b ject or subjects.
T o receive credit a student m ust be enrolled in the
subject. H o m e tu to rin g in su b jects not enrolled for
does not m eet th e S ta te or S ch ool requirem ents. W o rk
m issed m ust be m ade up if credit is to be given . L e g iti
m ate absences are ex cu sa b le and a note from the
parent sta tin g the cau se o f the absence, if accepted as
an ex cu sa b le cause, en titles the student to m ake tip
the delinquency. G oin g to the bank, b u yin g cloth es,

Illustration 1, Program o f Studies and Parents* Guide,
Alexandria High School*
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coppered with til# aimocraphad fora*

Because. elective courses

usually begin in the eeoon&ery school and because of th# po©-*'
©Ibllity of p u x m i ng sdiind different

an explanation

such a© that contained in th# folder io helpful when th# pupil#

enter th# high school and each yean thereafter*
Ihe

High school offered a general course wtiieh

©Imply taut th# ©tat# requirement for gmAuatlon*

It #om»

©isbed of four units in Bnglish, two in mthewatiee* on# In
science, on# in Cnlted 3fc*t*# history, one**half each in politic
eal and vocational ©ivies, and in additiont ©even elective
units#

A second type was a commercial course*

In addition

to th# n l m #tat#«r#quirad units, th#,following war# ©pool*
fled for the ©ooamraial diplomat bookkeeping, os# unit %
business iSmgllsh and buatnaa# mthoda* oaa^half unit eaohg
shorthand, two unit©, and typing, on# unit, requiring two
yearsf work*

the remaining two unit# war# ©lootire*

a third course, known an the collage preparatory
dour©# was divided into two tfpmmt (a! the arba type# and fb)
the ©elenc© type*

$ft# art© eowrse required mathematics

through geometry, two year© of a language, am additional
history course, and an additional aaieaoe ©our©#, over and
■alar# the nine unit© specified by the state*

$&© ©elenee type

differed from the art# type in that it required t m m fear© of
tsathessabie#* four year© of science, one year of history, and

4a

/

i
.

' no.vleague®© $ an©lent or tm&mm*
1 lfhe®# three dourits fitted the needs of all the pupils
t & v A % tell with the exception of those .wanting Industrie!
©4or®es*
\

fliers was no ©ours© available In woodwork* mehte©**

.©hop- work* hype~settlng* end the like# Tbm eheracter of e
i
i %
i
•fler®© part of the population'of the oity do depleted In
the felty surrey Indicate® m need for ©oursea of. this type
In' the school*
drouth
.A deep-seated tradition prerailed until very recently
that ’.the fro© aohools wire for those who ©ould not arrange to
*

go to private school©* A study of ©dueatlon in-Alas&adrls*
.\ ' ''
m
fcy H* w* J&v** ©vincas the power of the private schools
in Aiexandrie* though no direct quotation is available*
ueirerthe!eesf the ahowe ooneluslon is quite evident*
fhe free school wee established In Alexftsdri* under, the
' -pm%Trnmm of George fJssMnebou* hut It® developseut was
retarded that there we© no four^year high m h m % .until
SO
.19.11♦' Before that date all high school preparation was
.-*<«Mi|wWW(
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.,G8u\ lavs® f H* W* *A History of the Educational ^velopmeat*
•or Alessandria* Virginia** P# la-04, tester# Thesis*
1 $ m m * !tSSf George Washington t’hl varsity library*
S9*\ -According to Irving Slades?* a student of the eisss of
" " .JtMUS*
f

/

m

conducted In on# roe© under the same teacher*

m
Precious to

that data those who obtained the egulwalaat of a secondary
education had to choose between th# fra# school, th# Bleak**
b u m School * th# Ipisoopa1 High School , end the Homan
Oatheile Schools*

At th# time of th# study, 193&* ell

■thee# schools ©till existed with the exception of the'
Blackburn school*

fta- feat that th#©# schools were la

operation Indicate# that there was euffisland enroltesnb
to keep them open end that -th ere was a divided interest in
th# type# of Institutions offering secondary education In
the city*

the public eehool# did not eojfoy the undtirided

attention of the ooMtunity*
Beoently there has teem a transfer of general interest
to th# public schools*

fttere we# am Increase of enrollment

In the Alexandria High Bohool between th# session
and the aossion 1930*31 of 6$ *44 per cent*

the fact that

th# inoraass was evldan# through th# yearn that positions
ware '©or# or less plentiful* from X9B6 through 19B0* is
elgnlfleant*

th# Increase continued through th# depression*

which is also significant#
19&?*£8 and
15*04 per cant*

‘She year# when work was plentiful#

showed an increase of 10*54 per cent and
Thm gain in 19B0*»3O, howewar* was not so

great as that of th# two former years* 4«$7 per cent to h#

40.

Aooordlag to Irving Lindsay, a student or tb» ©less of
1919*
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exact*

In X930-3I the increase rose to 13*11 per cent during

the height of the depression.*

Table IV will make these

points clearer*
There were two'forces operating to affect the holding
power of the school*

First * plentiful work-, influenced

pupils to leave school and accept remunerative employment *
On the other hand* the parents were more■able to provide for
their children .and to keep them in school*

After the de

pression had started* the scarcity of work left the children
free to return to school*

The force which counteracted this

condition was the necessity on the part of the unemployed
parent* who encouraged the,child who was employed to continue
work for the support of the family*
Table ¥ shows that there m s a trend from th© private
to the public schools in Alexandria between 1925 and 1930*
The percentage of the children of the city in 1925 attending
the public schools m s 56*23*
of twenty per cent*

In 1930 it was 76*01* a gain

On the other hand* the 14*41 per cent

in the private schools in 1925 decreased to 10*77 in 1930*
a loss of about four per cent*
One might think that the depression forced the children
from the private to the public schools*

Actually the fact

that the transfer occurred through four years of the plenti
ful era and only one year of the depression* indicated that
the depression was not wholly responsible for the Increased
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Showing ilio Ctrowtk: of' Enrollment in &Ie;mfsdria
Higki t&dh&ol for a ^Ive f&fc# Pmriod*
1688*1#*

Teas'

to

ft inesease o»er ]

®nroXto&£it

p r s w la iiB

y«MW ]

WW* * » ™ v n «m r i w * . « r r i « - , «

lyas-a?

•

4 m

j

; 1927*28 '

a§s

18*84

1920-89

580

18.84

1939-30

ext

4.2?

13*11
: 1939*31
680
*
1* Arranged from Eotca* R.* #** BXXi«# K* u*f *&A feftag
»• v*» & saosdt ^>'£feussLs£ £§s s ?m \ affitgs
A l ^ s a u f o d r ,» Wanrm In fBo off lo# 'of
Sup#rint^t^ei^JWii5lie*0lsj*
Virginia*
?« 08#.

;

fASJJE

V

Showing peraentaga o f p u p il* ©f high ©©Mol age
i» ' A lexandria High School and priw ate eehooX©
*
w ith in th e o lt y and th e percentage o u t o f *©hool»

Pep sen t
to
MMi

Year

Public school
iw w w

Priwate sch o o l

Out of oihooi

■ 'i

1920

61,09

1933

86,23

14 .41

29,36

1930

?6*0X

10,77

13.22

Sot awailahle

1 , Arranged fr©» Hoke, 1C, 1 , , B i l i e , K. Q, , and lo n g , 1U V,
A Report o f a Study o f th e School 3y»te» o f A lexandria,
V ir g in ia , found i n th e o f f i c e o f th e Superintendent o f
Softools, A lexandria, V ir g in ia , p* 4 8 .
. •
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enrollment in the public schools *

Another Implication

is that there was a genera1 influx of pupils to the schools
of th© nation, also a general inclination to remain in
school longer#

the increase might hair© been due to these

factors to some extent*

Furthermore * the Increased hold**

ing power of the school is evident*

The percentage of

pupils remaining out of school was less In 1-930 than in
19&3*

The reduction was nearly fifty per oeht 'in fire

years., a significant observation*
illustration & shows that the increase of school
attendance from 1930 .to 1934 was six per cent*

During

this period the population of the city increased eight
per cent*

Taking 1930 as a basis, the school appropria

tions showed a decided decrease in 1931f amounting to
eleven per cent * The next year showed an improvement cf
only one per cent, then a drop to thirteen per cent in
1934*

Obviously, instruction and maintenance cannot

improve under such conditions*

As a result of ..this

decrease in appropriations the teaching load was increased
and the lower grades were put-on a plan whereby one
teacher taught on© section in th© morning and another in
the afternoon*

The maintenance of buildings was neglected*

Perhaps maintenance can be ignored for one or two years- in
an emergency| but if the school plant .is not given proper
attention over a. period of years, the results are disastrous*

1A

3
rnmpm
„

Per eent
of
increase

m*

O'

a

i

m

mx m m
ie
of
decreaee

mmm

1930-1

1933*4

Total school attendance
3ehool appropriations
Population of city

i.„
*»*»•»**,

Illustration

a

Showing growth of imputation, the increase of school
attendance and the decline of school approprlat1one
in Alexandria between 1931 and 1934*
1* Arranged "Sf'rom records'found m sue rixes
Alexandria* Virginia ChaKiber of Conmerce
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The influx of ©ehool population to© due to the Influx
of people to the suburban aeotlone*

rtosh of t h a w people

t o w connected with the various bureau© of th# "Hew Deal#*
*#he« the population of a city Increases th® school papula*
tlon» under normal conditions* will increase and greater
expenditure m u at follow*

Thie was not the case during the

period mentioned In the Oity of Alarand ria*
Summary and Implication©
The presence of four private school© in the vicinity
of Alexandria * doubtless* has affected the support and
enrollment of the Alexandria Sigh School*

The organise*

tion and the staff of the school was of the traditional
type*

The enrollment increased 62*44 per cent during

the five year period 1926 to 1931*
the. fast that seven teacher© had no professional
twining wna significant.

The major and minor studies

of the teachers in college were well distributed#

All

teeoherw held at least the bachelor*© degree # a commendable
.fact*

The median experience of the staff was slightly

less than two years* though five teachers had entered the
system in 1930* a bond!tion that indicate© a large turn*
over*

There were three courses ottered in the school, namely
the general, the commercial, and the college preparatory,
with a science and an arts type under the college prepara**
tony course*

There was no provision for industrial and

vocational" education other than the commercial course ♦
Growth was evident from the increase in enrollment from
400 in 1926, to 690 In 1930*

The percentage of pupils

attending the high school in 193$ was 56.23, and in 1930
it was 76.01, another indication of growth*

There was

also a decrease of nearly four per cent attendance in the
private schools#

financial support decreased while school

attendance Increased during the period 1929 to 1934.
An increase of interest in the public high school is
evidenced by the increase in attendance*

The staff suf~

farad a large turnover, which was due, possibly, to lack
of funds| good teachers sought better paying positions
elsewhere and were replaced by teachers who had had no
experience*

Certainly growth cannot continue and instruct

tion cannot improve if the attendance increases while
support decreases*

Though these faults existed the year

the survey was made, 1930, many corrections have since
been made**

•Motet A new high school, which is a credit to the city,
was built in 1930* Hany of the needed corrections
a
have been and are being made*
wtherm were 609 pupils according to the September report
end 690 listed in the tuns report#
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tOmptW' t

thm Oroup "Ohiofe StttMM

Blgft

in m m

fte group w&lte

thm M § & ‘eoliool In 1ft# m a

oossppMd of pupils wte ted t»«on promoted from'tte g m & d m
to tte tslgh sohoo! smd ttess 1^.0 ted trwawternwd from
otlior M g & soli00 Is su# merited pte0em#&t f» gvwdw# wtxwe
t&e elgteb*

fte latter wars not looludod 1m tte final

w$udy booouss they were so widely soatterwd among the
ff
1

various olassea and grad#® that the date, ooooaming them

|

la way one phase of the atndy war# too meager to warrant

5

scientific oomperlaon with the others#

-Lj

L3~

g
a

fhls conclusion
*

f

was reached only after the group In -question ted been
given the m m

study received by the regular group.

To

ovoid a rather long expression, the phrase, ”4118 group,"
will be used hereafter in tb« nlaoe of th* "group who
entered Alexandria High School in. 1886."
Intelligence of the CSroup
The intelligence of the group should he ascertained
before showing the progress of these pupils j for If the
ability were, not average, the results of the etudy neoeaeerily would be proportionately abnormal.
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The group mis given the National Intelligence test*
Beale A, in October 1986*

fha results of this test* bow*

ever* ere not offered as am infallible means of ascertain*
lag the mental ability of the group*

One test* and fre

quently many testa* fail to include necessary factors in
the intelligence of tbe individual*

furthemore, it has

been ascertained that the test used does not correlate
to an appreciable degree with other well*known standard
tests* especially in the case of pupils’
1 scores In the
41
upper* or high-soore group* With this in mind* the
following data indicate the Intelligence of the group
In so far as this on© teat is an index of their Intelli
gence.
The eighth grade m o m was 130 (gross score} , which
48
was determined from the scores made by 8 *838 pupils*
The average made by the group was IBS*8* one and two
tenths months below the grade norm* for the ninety-two
pupils given the test*

The range was from 100-160* a

rather wide range Indicating that some pupils were Xm
in ability*

41*
48*

In fact* 108 is the low sixth grade norm*

Tooting Programs for Secondary Schools* Burbank*
California; Published by the author* I* M* lee*
1934, F* SB-SS*
national Intelligence Teats* Supplement S* P* 3*
Whipple t Ouy M* * 1934* World Bk* Co*

Ilf the low seventh grade norm*

43
The standard deviation:

was 13*5* indicating that 68*26 per cent of the group were
within plus or minus 13#5 points of the mean*

As a group*

the pupils of the study may be said to be normal* or very
close to normal* in so far as this test was an index to
Intelligence*

It was evident* however* that a part of the

group was so low in ability that it predicates a need of
providing special attention to such Individuals throughout
the four years of high school#
Age-grad© statu©
The time ©pent in preparation for high school in the
grade schools of Alexandria covers a period of seven years*
Pupils *were permitted to enter the first grade at* the age
* *
of six* If the pupil progressed normally* a grade a year*
be would reach the high school at the age of thirteen*
Those who reached the eighth; grade under that age are
classified as under-age pupils§ those who reached the
eighth grade after that age am
retarded pupils*

known as over-age or

At-age* refers to those of normal age

in the eighth grade*

Failure to reach the eighth grade

at the normal age indicates that there was one* or more*
5

?

factors which affected progress* such as late entrance*
time lost by sickness* failure or poor teaching*

There

43'*. national Intelligence Teats* Supplement 3* F* 7,
Whipple* Guy M. * 1934* World Bk. Go.

m

w m m a few who reached t)tm eighth p a i # at the age of

twelve, indicating that these pupils either entered
earlier than the eg# of sir or- shipped a grade*

4

range of two years la generally eoneiderwd to b© norm!

age far a grade* th%m study used a one^pwar grade* la
ardor that the data say b# compared with the age^gmde

tables eoapileA by the State SNgpartmmh of Uduo&blan*
4 comparison with such Information throughout the
state* aoeardlng to fable VX* Indteatee that fire par

east of the group were more under-age upon altering the
high school thus the state average*

Bight per cent of

the group were above the state average of the a o m l * t 0 i

group* fher© m m a dlfferene© of thirteen per sent In
fa v o r of”th e group, in com parison w ith the overman® atatua

in the state* A comparison of the et»ag* group* with the
average for the cities of the state* indicates that the
group

m m

0*9 p er c e n t g r e a te r # sin c e th e average o f th e

cities of the state was S$*6 per cent*

44

Am the counties

of the state had an average of £0*4 per cent

45

at^age* the

group was 11*4 per cent greater*
It appears from, the comparisons that the -group m e
hatter than tie average# for the state | that there were
more #t*»ag© ■pupil# In the group than- we# the eaee in the

44*

annual Eeport of the Superintendent of Public In#bruc«*
tloht Oomonwaalth of Virginia* 19S0* p# 155*5* Pata
taken from table#*
45* IhM*

Age*gr&de states' of the ■group In 'the eigbiii grade’
compared with pupils of the state -as a whole In
the same grade
, . ' ill 1930

1

; Age-*grade
status

-•

i.

■

More than
; too years ~
: <*unc!ar*agen

Percentage
state as
a whole

Percentage
Alexandria
group

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '

-

0.0

.*?

12.6

s.o

.

One year'
; ”und er-*agef:

nHo rmal-age w

[

3 1 .

One year
f "oTer*agew

23,2

4

26.0

25.2
:
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! ‘*%ver*age,,

:

;

21.6

j

Three years
; rjover-age°

S I * # - , -

;

:
|1;

;•

I

8.0

Pour years
'
wover*aga^

i

More t h a n
four years
^over-age^1

0 . 0
. !

|

- j . . | ,. .

#

.... |

13*0

0

-, -.

6

* 3

3

* 1

^ | ' " iff n i l 1"

1U. Annual Eepo-rt of the Baperintendeni of Public Jt**struotion# Commo-nweaith of Virginia# i930* P*
Bata taken from tableau
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other eitie® of the state* e» well 8® in the counties*
This fact nay appear soweetiat gratifylag.

On the other

hand* ©an the school be giving toe pupil® or toe tax
payers value received if fifty-seven par cent of the
pup 11a are reaching the high school from ona to four
yaars latef

Twelve par a m t ware imder-age* thirty-

one par ©ant at*age:# and fifty-seven par ©ant over-age*
In spit# of the fact that toe group average was better
than the state average* the pupil retardation appears
to be excessive*

SInoo it

inis

shown In the intelligence

test study that the group was nearly normal. Kentally, the
fault does not appear to be one of mental capacity*
loth toe ©ity and the state of Virginia have m large
percentage of over-age pupils entering the high school#
there is need of an investigation of the cause of this
condition#
Bone of the children In toe under-age group In toe
eighth grade withdrew from school*

In the ninth grade one

per cent withdrew* four per cent in the tenth* and none
in the eleventh grade*

toe number and per cent of "under**

"at* end *©vef-age* pupils dropping out of school eaoh
year is shown In Table VII*
toe ages of the divisions of the group as they passed
through the four years of high school as shown In Table VXXX*

m

SAUX VII ’
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The ^under-age* group was. twelve per cent of the total whoa
It entered the high school*

Disregarding the withdrawals *

this group was thirteen per cent of the total in the ninth
grade, fourteen per cent in the tenth grade and sixteen
per cent In the eleventh grade#
The under-age group had no pupils to fail in the first
year of high school; eleven per cent failed the second!
twenty-five per cent failed the third year; and none the
fourth, as Table XK will show#

It appears that the under

age group had difficulty with the third year*a work.
The at-age group made- up thirty-one per cent of. the
total In the ei^btth grade the first year {See fable VIII) *
They were thirty-seven per cent of the second-year pupils,
and thirty-five per cent of both the third and fourth-,
year pupils, Indicating another Improvement as the group
progressed#

Table VII shows that the at-age withdrawals

were one* seven* eight, and four per cent respectively for
the four high school years*

They, failed six, twelve, z&rot

and eleven per cent, according to Table X|, !a:each of the
four years" in high school*

neither the number of with

drawals nor the amount of failure In the at-age- group
appears to be excessive*

this group seemed to improve as

It progressed through school by virtue of its ability*
This cannot be said of the under-age group, since the
percentage of failure was high.
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F ifty -s e v e n p er cant of th e group were over-age
at the time of entrance.

Tim second year fifty per cent

were over-age{ tha third year f if t y - o a * p er cent} end the
fourth year forty-nine per Cent.

fhe over-age group'

w ithdraw al, as is shown la Table V II, was four, eleven,
twelve, and nine per o ea t o f th e t o t a l la each o f the
four high tsoh ool grades,
of the group m m

The failures In this division

thirty*

twanby*tiar#«f and

eight per cent for each of the four yoara In high ©chool*
Th# failure# for this division war# m n y more than in. tha
other divisionsg this division also had a greater per# an*
tag# of withdrawal© from sohool*

Ihsr# is evident need for

adjustments In th® sohool system which will eliminate tha
cause* or causesf responsible for tha pupils* being ne~
tardad*

It has beast shown that tha major part of the

failure occurred In this ©verruga division of the group*
and that the majority of the withdrawals also occurred
there*
SusBispy
fhe intelligence of the group was about homal, when
considered as a group*

$he lower limits of the test

scores were as low as the airtb*grade level*

Gome scores

m

indicated that pupils were above the ©ighth~grad© level*
Twelve par cent of the puplie In the group were under*
age#

these pupils finished the four*year eouree with n

percentage of sixteen* In spit© of the feat that one per
sent withdrew in the ninth grade and four per sent In
the tenth grade*

The at~age division had more to with**

draw in each of the four years* hut there were four mar©
p m

cent in the eleventh grade than at the time of entrance*

This group did not have an excessive per oent of failure*.
The proportion of ovar^age pupils was eight per sent smaller
at the end of the fourth peer; on the other hand, the
failure waa high 'end the number dropping out was also high*
Corrective measure a need to be undertaken to remove
the ©eases of pupil® falling behlng those of their own
age*

1% is apparent that the majority of the failures

occur in this ower^age division of the group! moreover,
the majority of those who drop out of school are also
from this division#

Fifty^seven per cent of the pupils -who entered the
eighth grade In the Alexandria High School In 19St were
ovar*age#

The fact that the average number of pupils in

the state which entered the eighth grad© was in ereess
of this number does not alter the fact that-this condition
is an unhealthy one*

Steps should be taken to -eliminate

nwoh practices as lata entrance* remaining out of school

without JtiatIf ication* poor touching* excessive failure*
and nrttoJustMot* which discourage pupils to tits extent
that they drop out of school prematurely*
§1ass lorollmeat and the Subject Pattern of dlasse#
fh# &Xmwmm&irl* Bigfe Oahool required sixteen units for
graduation! each unit representing the satisfactory cample- *
tlon of on# year** study in a glwen subject*

S a m subject#

were offered for on# esmecter* stoil# others' continued for
two ernestere*

4 normal load for a pupil was four subjects

each semester for four years*
to indication of efficiency In subject organisation
can be secured from a picture of the aoisesbw pattern of
tbs alee*** taboo by the pupils aa they progress through
tbs school*

A measure of this factor la obtained by a

study of the m w m »ter enrollments of the pupils*

fable X show* that '-all pupils w »
the first throe asms stars*

enrolled In Bngliah

to excess of 100 per cent

enrolled in a subject Indicates that some pupils sere en
rolled in two olasees in the same department*

fhie was the

case in the inglish'Oepartesnt. In the third* sixth.* seventh*

m

m m m *;
-Percentage: of'pupil a talcing each subject by semes tare
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and eighth same stem*

There was an excess!v© number of

■pupils enrolled in English B t 4* and 5 at a time which
indicates an abnormal situation*

The fact the number of

pupils enrolled in English each semester amounted to
100 per cent Implies that this department was reaching
the proper number of the group#

Bummer school attendance

is shorn in Table XX though it did not materially alter
the subject pattern*
Mathematics
A minimum of two units in mathematics was required for
graduation#

The arts division of the College Preparatory

course required three unite* while the science division of
the same course specified four units*
Further reference to Table X will show that 100 per
cent of the pupils of the group were taking mathematics
the first two semesters# ©ighty-five per cent the third#
and forty-five per cent mark through the four years to
the end of the eighth semester.

This is prims facie

evidence that the percentage taking mathematics more than
met the minImum requiremeats * with a large margin to spare*
In fact# more than sixty per cent took mathematics during
the four years*
A comparison which appears to be appropriate at this
point la on© dealing with the amount of Algebra taken by
the pupils in the Alexandria High school*

Table XIX lists

68

fit# five at&tee'bating in 1928 the highest pereentagde 8#
impils in public schools enrolled in Satin, algebra* art*
and manual training*3'
Subject and state

Bereentagal Subject and state
. of pupils ;
; enrolled

Batin t
South Carolina
Kentucky
Webfaate
Virginia
Georgia

34*8
34*0
32*0
38*8
32*8

: Algebr a a
South Carolina
Morbh Carolina
Georgia
Yenneeee
Texas

38*8
88*1
55*4
55*0
52* ?

:

Arti
Mainland
new Yorfe
2eimeyimni&
Rhode Island
Maeeaotmsette ;

: Manual training#
!
Mew HaiaaMre
Maryland
California
Utah
Indiana

38*2
38*0
2t*t
28*8
28*8
31*4
88*8
«u»
21*1
18 *4:

1* Biennial Survey of S'dudation, 1920*1928* pp* 100S«MSl#
•=# ?*•

Hotei lfhe table does not give the nuo*er bf years or a«s8iona
subjects were pursued within the high school eourae,.
Gompariaons with the group are tested on enrollment *>*j|3r*

'Wm five state# having tee largest percentage enrolled in
certain subjects*

South Carolina had the largest parent**

tag# enrolled ia Algebra* 59#8 par cent to ha exact*
other four state# are all. southern atatea*

9ha

Th# same fear*

the Alexandria high School had 65*9 par cent of its pupils
enrolled in Algebra*

Table .XXIX which lists the f ive

states having the a^llast parentage of pupil© enrol led
In Algebra show# that non© of the five state a enrolled aa
many as twantp*aa?aB par cent of the children ia this
subject*

These fire states were ia all esctIons of the

halted States with the exception of the South*

Compared*

therefore# with the averages of pupils taking Algebra in
te# rant of the country* Alexandria enrolled more pupils in
this subject than the state with the highest average*
It is interest lag to note that some of the states not
haring such a large enrollment in Algebra did hare a large
enrollment in manual training and fine arte*

The Alexan

dria High School offered neither of the## courses* though
as has been pointed out In the 'resume* of the survey of the
city* manual training was one of the needed subjects*
Social science
Social Silence had a registration of ninaty^one and
ninety**#!*' per cent- of the group tee first two semesters*
lb# seventh and eighth semester* also attracted a large
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TASKS Xllt

The fire slates hairing It* 1$28 the I^wist'|>©^0#«%ag#fif -#f'
in the public schools enrolled in
algehra, art* and
manual trainings

Pefoahtage
Fardeut^oi
of pupils ;1 Subject and state: ; of pupils
1 enrolled
enrolled

Suhjeet and state

:hatins
Utah
iTew Itejdtao
HeTOda
California *
Arizona
'Algebra t *
Minnesota
California
Utah
Mhesaohuee tta
West Virginia

!

-

•
;
’

4*s
f#u„.
■•;**■
10*7
10*9
■

r*"
$4*o
so;t
25*4
26*2
26.9

^T^'Bianriiai"1"iSurvSy o-FBduc^

Aorti
Borth Carolina
Miseiesippt
Idaho ■“ '
HewMexlco
South Capolitm

;

0,®
1.2
2.7
3,0
3.0

^;Manual training,!.'
Mieeissippi
JTorth Carolina
r Louisiana
Thrmont
Borth Dakota.
>

’

2*6
2*6
2*6
4*1
4#.2

loSa*"

were pursued* Comp ax*Isons with the group are “baaed on
enrollment only*

:

n

percentage of pupil a* eight y*cre per m n b to each ease?
.After the second semester* social science was taken hr a
group , w y heterogeneous In achievement In this subject*
this la indicated bp the spread of the subject pattern over
a number of different semesters for each of the classes
in the social selene# group*
United 3tstee History m e changed from a one to a two-*
semester course in 1988«

fhe fourth rear pupils were

permitted to take either the one or the tso~semesher course
in united states History until the change In the course was
consummated*

though eom© of the spread of the subject
♦

pattern can be: explained by this procedure the spread of
other subjects was excessive* especially In the third and
fourth semester* s work*
ft® ifatuml 3o lances
Tho general and commercial courses required one year of
solenoe*

the arta division of the college course specified

two years of this subject and the- science division four years*
Where were four sciences available* though biology was not
offered until the group had been in the school three years*
It m e not until the third semester that science passed
the fifty per cent mark* which continued until the seventh
semester* and then declined to thirty*three per cent*. Oensral
Science m e taken by the largest number of pupils in %bis
department -and was spread over the largest number of semesters*

m

Smm. guidance appear# to be needed heref since a mixture of*
pupils from d i f f m o t years In high school eeoee* complices*
M o n # detrimental to to# i r n m l m c&d teaching pi^eeeeei.*
Chemistry was belnG taken Of more pupil# than physic#*Investigation we a needed to determine whether Che na«oj^
for this differsnos war# Justifiable*
tengtmgss
Blther so ancient or a modern foreign language was
required only by the arts diwi siou of the College I^eparatory course | hut both ancient and modern languages classes
might tew# been taken a© an elective in any course*

In any

event* two years of a language were required before, credit
was given*

an average‘of over ninety per sent of the puplle

In alemendria Hlgjh school were enrolled, in a language course
other than English during the first four semester#*

The

percentage dropped to forty-nine is the fifth semester .ead
continued to decrease to twelve per sent the last* or eighth*
semester*
courses*

.thin Is a very large enrollment for language
fable Xtl lists the five stats a "which havethe

largest enrollment in tatIn* Algebra * Manual draining* and'
rime arts.*

fable EIII gives the percentage enrolled In

these same subjects in the five states having the fe^feet
pupils enrolled*

Alexandria High school had an average of

t&lrty~el* par m m t of the group taking tetln in the. four-*
year period*

m

with thtrty-fiwa

Couth Carolina

per cent was lifted

as the stab# with the highest average taking this- ®ubJsirfe*
Firgiiil#* averaging tMrby^bhree par sent* ranked third in
the group or states with the highest percentage*

tilth the

exception of ifebraska* all la this list ware Ooutbern or
Southern border states*

All five state® listed as having

the ensllest enrollment had fewer them eleven per w i
taking this subject*

fhe tread, appear® to be away from

the Latin in the limited States f with the exception of the
Southeastern states*
French did not have the percentage of enrollment that
Spanish attracted*

thirteen per cent registered f or French

compared with thirty~f ive per cent for Spanish*
Bornestio Science
title & eliow^ the percentage taking Bomeetlc Ooianoo*
Fifteen ’an# seventeen per bent were enrolled in cooking and
sewing respectively for the third and fourth semester®*
$maty«»four and twantyHPtve per cent took these two classes
during the seventh and .eighth aemsetera*

A negligible; per**'

m m tag# wo# attracted by these subject# the remainder of
the semester*

Bouseabte aclence «a« an elective in all courses*

Business SubjOQtB
Shorthand, typewriting* bookkeeping,. business arithmetic,
business English* and business law have been classified in
Table X as business subjects, all required In the business
course*

Pupils In the general and commercial courses were

permitted to take business arithmetic after they bad completed
one and one-half years of algebra to meet the two-year mathe
matics requirement*.' There was little or no- enrollment in the
other business subjects by pupil© taking the general and
college preparatory-courses*
Although all pupils were permitted to take typewriting,
the demand for it in the business course was so great that
other pupil© were admitted only after pupils taking the busi
ness course had been accommodated*

As pupils were not per-'

mibted to take shorthand and typewriting ©lasses until the
fifth semester* there were no enrollments until that time
except by those who took typewriting as an elective in the
general and college preparatory ccurses*
There were eighty-two- per cent of the pupils enrolled
in the business classes during the fourth -semester*

This

percentage increased each semester until the eighth, when
110 per cent were enrolled*

-The number in shorthand, typing,

and bookkeeping was slightly less than thirty per cent for
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each of these subjects*

In bus these arithmetic* business

law* anti business English the number was somewhat lose*,
ranging, from ten to twenty per cent*
Subjects taken after the eighth semester are not
included in the discussion though they are1
-shown in the
tables#
Summer School
fhou^h new'and repeated course© were permitted in
summer school* most « of the enrollment
consisted of pupils
>
Who were repeating subject© failed*

A n eaamination of

fable XI will ©how that algebra# history* and English
were the subject© most frequently taken in the vacation
school*

Th® attendance of the group of pupils' in the

study was concentrated 3m the first and third stammer
session©*.
Spanish was offered only one year! the science© were
not offered at allf and shorthand* -bookkeeping*, and type*
writing were also omitted in the summer school curriculum#
a H©capitulation With the Group Reduced to Percentage
A clearer picture of the subject-matter pattern*©©
shown, in fable X* may be obtained from fable XXV* which
©how© the per cent of pupils taking each subject each
semester*
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it will be noted that 100 per cent of the group

took English each of the eight semestera#
2*

Mathemabies attracted 100 par cent of the group

the first 'two sensestore*

A gradual deal in© of the number

enrolled in this subject followed# though approximately a third of the group was'taking mathematics- during the
eighth semester#
3*

Languages were taken consistently by ninety per

eenb of the group for the first four semesters;, then# ’
begin
ning with the fifth semester# there was a gradual decline in
the enrollment in these subjects,
4#

Social Science was taken by the entire group the

first two semesters*

this nuoher was divided in half each

semester thereafter until the sixth semester when the number
enrolled increased to seventy per cent,
5.

natural Science was not .selected to any:great extent

until the third semester; from then on* about half of the
group was enrolled,
0,

Domestic Science did not attract as many of the

pupils as did the other subjects.

At no time were there

more than thirty per cent enrolled*
7*

Business courses were pursued by more than eighty

per cent of the group after the fifth semester.
Summary
1*

Algebra was taken by a large*) percentage of pupils in

to# Alexandria High Bohool than tow avwr*g* in m y abaia in
to# nation*
.§*. It was noted that the abate# In which a small p m *
comtag# of the pupil# were enrolled la algebra had m large
jmfttotog# enrolled in manual training and fin# art#?
#*

fewer pupil# war# taking chemistry than physio#*

^ha sciencee war# attracting a normal mfeei* of pupil#*
4*: i# wa# the a a a # in algebra# there war# more pupil#
enrolled to Latin to the Alaaardrto High School than th#
average enrollment to any state to the country*
i*

tor# pupil# war# taking tpanlto than French *

6*

Pomoslc Science we# not attraottog a# many pupil#

## th# other oleeaew# only thirty par cent war# enrolled to *
tola subject*
7#

there wee a heavy enrollment to the first two

wetoatwre to history#

All social aelere# claseee war#

distributed over a large number of mttester#* a fact
which indicated that the pupil experience to to### oXaaaaa
was diversified*
Dropping #mt of School
the distribution of to# pupil# who dropped out of
school i# shewn to ^able 3# *

a study of tola condition

will Indicate to# afcage of progreae at which* for on#
reason or mother* pupil# dropped out of school*

A

toowladga of tot# factor enable# to# admtoietrator to
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* ^11 s u b je c ts are g iv en though some b a te no,1d rop s. t*

;

01

penetrate m m of the most important problem* that he Is
called upon to aoltii the problem of pupil failure and pupil
progreea#

Of paramount Importance *l#o to the problem of

pupil tenure#

Ho community o a profit by it a e&uoabiaml

organisation# no matter bo# elaborate# union* It manage* to
Keep the children of the community m n m H a t In the school**
Though obviously the oobool cannot be blamed for all the
circumstances which -cause the pupils to drop out # newerbhe**
leea» m m & withdrawal* are attributable to various polioiee#
lack of guidance* disciplinary attitude** methods of proee-*
dure * and objectionable teaoher^pupil contacts*
A pupil was not permitted to i m p a elans unless he had
been permitted to take more than the normal load of four
subjects#
the percentage of pupil* who- dropped English the fifth
same star represents the number which dropped out of school *
for it m e shown in the study of subjects taken that Bnglieh
enrolled approximately 100 per cent- of those in the m h m l
each seme ator*
fti* number of withdrawal* from mathematics in the fifth
semester* which amounted to fifty^eight per cent* u i normal*
since the mathematics requirement had been met during the
two previous yearn#

the same ie true of the language*#

Mo such natural explanation can be found for the number
of withdrawals in. the business course during the fifth

semester#

The same must be said of the excessive number who

dropped general science to. th#r m
per cent who dropped the history course
represent the group which
History eoursea offered in

.mo firm

.«UPttT9 tO b#

majority of

point at which tbs
of tbs exceptions

'*P*- ^^iw* »
OOOVKT#

# history*

end

Sagllah are

the

jeeta which seem to have been dropped most frequently*

Investigation of 'the cause# for ^thdrawlng in the fifth
semester should hove been made*

The subjects which needed In

vestigation were the three noted above# mtliematloe* history*.

Frequency of Subject Repetition
i s t b s c a u s e o f m o re a n g u i s h t o

th e

teacher f and the parent than any other on# factor connected with
the school f; and in addition it has become a financial considers**
tlon*

livery pupil who fails add® to the budget* 'for a. class

must be provided for approximately every thirty pupils*

The

coat of teaching a pupil after failure is as great as before*
The failure of the group was discussed in detail in another
part of this chapter*

To avoid repetition another approach
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will 5# mads here*
It Mm nob enough to know how many pupils reported aubJeehs# tat the tins when foiled subjects were repeated Is also
on important factor*

Preliminary to this discussion* ths foot

should he pointed out that the dote given in febl# XfX ooinoide
with those given in ratio

XVXX in

oases where the pupil re

peated the war* eeeh catisecuhive semester*

If they felled to

do this# to that extent the tables do not eolnel&e*

Table Ifl

shows sixteen repetitions:-, in algebra in the second semester
and one repetition in algebra in. the third semester* mahiug a
total of seventeen repetitions*

fable XTZt shows that

thirteen pupils repeated the seme subject one# and two
pupils repeated it twice# malting a total of aeve&teen repeti
tions.*

This figure i© arrived at by multiplying each number

of failures by the number of pupils failing* as in this
Instance * thirteen plus four* or a total of seventeen repeti
tions*
Furthermore* summer school attendance according to
fable JffXXX affeeted the sequence in shlch the sub Jests were
taken*

fable XVI* giving the ©erasstar0 In Which subjects

were retaken* shows that Algebra 5* English B f and Latin 4
were not repeated ©a soon as It was possible to do so.

Failed

subjects Should be retaken as soon as arrangement# earn be mad#
to do so*

In some instances# however*- It is better psychologi

cally* to delay the repetition until the habits which caused
the failure have been forgotten*

If this Is done# there 1©

T m m JHtBL
Showing number of pupils repeating subjects
au€ summer in' which subject was repeated*

Slumber of pupils rep
in summer sessic►ne
Subject
Algebra B

1927

1928

1929

1930;

1931 :

*

7
3

Algebra 3.

4

English B

2"

English 3

X

English 4

&

Sistorj f
History S

i
■ 1

1 ;:

■

m

not so much chance of a student*© becoming deliquent the
5

sea©ad time, since the element of forgetting is not so great#
On ike whole * this factor was not very badly neglected#
Crowded classes, Indecision on the pari of the pupils, eon*
flints, and other deterring factors frequently affect the
making of the nop 11*© program#
Three classes, namely. Algebra S* Bngilsh &> and Latin 4,
were repeated at a time not contributory to the best interest
of the pupil#
There was not. an excessive amount of delay in retaking
classes except in the three subjects just enumerated*
The number of pupils repeating work was tabulated in
Table XVIII#

This table contains the record of all those

Who failed and repeated subjects#

Although there were some

who failed work and never repeated it * such case© ware con
fined to the elective subjects#

So that there may be .-no

repetition* therefore* the discussion will be confined to
the subject© repeated.
More pupils repeated the third semester of Algebra than
any other subject*

lievan pupil© repeated It one©, six re

peated It twice* and two repeated it three times*

The failure

In Algebra the first
and second semesters was nearly
as large#
*
*
On the other hand* the average failure In 1950 in the state in

as

all subjects was approximately twenty per cent*

46
According

to the school records the average failure in all subjects
in the Alexandria High School for the same year was nineteen
per cent*.
further reference to 'fable x n x shows the following
facts to he significants.
1*

There were eleven pupils who repeated Bnglish 0,

an Bnglish Orasrmar class*
B*

Oenerral Science 0 was taken the second time by nine

pupils*
3*

latin 1 and 3 were repeated as many as three times

by two pupils*
ters*

The time extended over the first three semes

The third semester was the most t rsquently repeated*
4*

History 1 was taken the second time by ten pupils,

and the third time by two pupils*

This occurrence should

have been Investigated*
5*.

The repetition in History 9 was excessive, this

was a required course, which was not the case with History 1*
Summary
Algebra was the subject which the majority of pupils
repeated*

46*

this was particularly true of the first three

Annual Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruc
tion, I9S9-30, Division of Purchase and Printing, 1930*

semesters* especially the third*.
mm excessive number- of pupils*

Bngitish z mmm repeated by

la tin, general selenee* and

the lower history ooureea were the other subjects repeated
more freoueubly*
the failure in tbe Alexandria High school for 1930 «ii one
per seat leas than that of the average for the State of Virginia
Time of Graduation
Failure to graduate at tbs end of the eighth semester
necessitates more than normal atteadaaoe*

Since frequently

only am additional credit*, or unit, la needed to make tbs
required total of sixteen* pupils lacking this credit m a t
return to school for am additional semester to make up the :
needed*subJee-te#

Thie condition represents loss of time to-

the pupil and adds to the enrollment of the school*

It is"

particularly untortumeta in m m m m ebere ike pupil had one
class to take*
Bpm& pup lie take a full course under & m h oiroumataaoe*'
and profit aeeoritimgly*

Ob the other bend* some take a full

course but neglect all except the one needed to graduate*
Bvery effort should be ssade to avoid allowing pupil® to fall
In this category*
Tarty graduation 1a a significant factor in school ad
ministration*

to addition to the problems already pointed

out* it contributes to the* crowded conditions of the schools
and is an important item in the expenditure of the tax
dollar* for it necessitates repeated instructional costs*
The extra number of semesters required for the group to
graduate after the normal eight semesters is shown in fable
£££*

the date of normal graduation for the group which

entered the Alexandria High School in September* 1926* was
lore* 1930*

Thirty-two pupils finished the course in this

year* hut sixteen ware not graduated until a later date#
distribution was extended from 1930 through dtme 1933%

The

The

delay in graduating was not so had as It appears in Table XIX
One pupil took three classes each semester by order of his
doctor*

One pupil remained out of school the whole year of

1930; on account-of sickness#
school until 1938*

Two pupils did not return to

Irrespective of these oases* the number

of tardy graduations was excessive#
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Shading date of gradttatioti for girotap entering the eighth
grade Sepieaatoer W 3 d *

I

Date o f
$radnatiot*

lt3&*<lune

Diimhep of
Pupils
3a

19'30*»August

a

1131•JTehraarif

1

immune

f

193a^Fehfuargf

i.

il939*Jux>e

2

:193&»Augt**i

1

its 3 * m m .

2

:
'fotai graduating

4i

m

Chapter fl
A Questionnaire Study ef the Group
In X9S5 a questionnaire was sent to the pupils who en
tered the Alexandria High School in 1936*

The content of the

request -for information was, decided upon after a trial set of
questions was sent a small:number of pupils*

’The final form

©ske^the year.and date .they worked* the amount of' salary they
received and questions pertaining to college attendance#*

A

second request for the Information was sent those pupils who
failed to answer the first letter#

Twenty-two hoys and an

equal number of girl* returned the form filled out in a usable
manner#

Accurate dates could not be associated with the occu

pations and salaries* as the answers covered many overlapping
positions held during a period from 1936 to 1934*

the follow

ing occupations were ascertained by private interviews work
for the railroads and associated businesses* salesmanship In
stores* oil station work* stenographic and secretarial posi
tions* truck driving, insurance* house painting* government
clerical work* beauty parlor operating* and printing*

•trans

portation led other types of work in the number It attracted*
clerking in stores ranked second* and stenographic and secre
tarial work was third*

ft is interesting to note that there

were no factory employees In the group*
Before discussing the occupations in which the pupils

%

copy of the questionnaire may be found in toe appendix#
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actually found employment it is of interest to note the
character!at ica of the working population, of the city*

rable

XX contains the composition and characteristics of the working
population of Alexandria #*
From an educational point of view the vocational success
of the children who leave the school is too frequently neglected
by the schoolt few business concerns Ignore the progress of
their product after it is put on the market*

It is the duty of

a school to look into- the needs of the community and permit
these needs to dictate to some degree the educational policies
.and content of the curriculum in. order that its product may
find a ready market#
fable XX shows that the steam and street railways employed
the largest percentage of the population in 193B * and the
wholesale and retail-trade ranked second*

As the largest

number of pupils will likely find employment where there are
the most positions* if they are prepared in that field of
industry* there is Reason to believe that the school system
should prepare its children for the positions in which they are
needed to supply the employment demand*
*£he fact that there is a preponderance of industrial occu
pations in the city indicates a need for industrial arts in the
curriculum of the school#

Obviously* the curriculum, of the

school was not meeting the largest employment opportunity in
the city*
mA classification of the occupations* the wage scales* and the
various'types of business are given in the appendix* page 134
and 135*
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TZBL& XX
Composition and characteristics of the population ton
yefu^ old and over engaged in gainful occupations la
Alexandria, according -to 1930' census# 1
^
.^ ..............
mite
"M.nle :

;
d .Female .\.’
d

";?nrrcent' of total
>oni~Xatlon in Virginia
.:ten ye' rs old and over
~-in galaful oe ;up tions

74.40

15#40

;;?er cent of total
a ooulation in
:5filexandrla tan years
jDld tm over in’gain**
;!ful occupations

77.58

26*04

:rotsi nustb r ten years
;a>ld 'nd over in all
■^industries

7427'

2543.

;Building industries'

3.62

Ohomieal and allied
jIndustries

3.18

j iron

nti steal
_industries

6#S41

Paper3, printing,
end ellled Industries

1*40

Other s&anufacturlng
'industries than itide-*
:pendent hend trades

5 #44

Construction no main
taining of streets,, etc;

2d 03

Bteaa and street real*#
Loedn

22 #00

1* See continuation of this table on next page for source
authority.
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Professional mn\i eemi*professiottal eeffitt., other than
recreation* attracted 3,1*0 per cent of the female white
population*

The school was meeting this employment oppor-*

tunliy by offering busIns®s and secretarial courses from
which many of the girls went directly into the.business
offices of the city*

The remainder of the occupational

epportunitiesjbaeed on the percentage employed in the various
fields of wort*were mere or lees widely distributed*
,Before.the employment status of the group Is followed
further, other factors should be pointed out, such asf the
amount of time spent in school by the group,which responded
to the questionnaire*

This distribution, presented in Table

XXIt_records less than one^half to twelve semesters spent in
the high school*

With one-exception, each of the twelve

semesters is represented in the forty*four replies*

The

distribution of replies made possible the classification
of the group into three divisions? namely* the non*graduatej
the normal, or four year graduates! and those who- required
more than, four years to complete the high school.course#
These divisions will be used in the discussion hereafter in
this chapter#
The questionnaire was answered by twenty^two girls and
an equal number of boys#

The summarized information In

Table XXII show® the following significant facts*

■PARt/BI'XXX

Hurat>er o f yearB X n ech o o l ae sBowtt. t>y r e p ly to
' q u estio n n a ire se n t ttie group in 1935
Tears i'll
OtihQOt-

Bays

.Girls

Total

1

1

Seaa
than %

;

;.... i .. . . ... “ :

&

i

1

;

%

:^

8 *r ,1

2
1

T

2

/" T'

1
,tr.| ..

'

ijr

a

a

3
5i

. d
*

,,V '

4
4i*

■' af
a ■;
t

s#
u^g
■ {ir&ncf 1
Total

tr-rr..^

" I....

$
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j
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X*

Eighteen boys and fifteen girls had teen employed#

B*

Four toys and seven girls had not teen employed#

0.* ■fhirby**bhree pupil© of the forty-four who answered
the questionnaire had teen employed#
Table XXXXt indicates that twelve hoys and seven girls
attended collage*

Xn addition to having- a larger percentage

attend college# the hoys remained in college longer#

Eigh

teen per cent of the girls dropped out of college after the
first yesrf while only nine per cent of the hoys and twice
as many girls left college after the second year#

Four times

as many hoys# or 18#S per cent stayed in college three years#
while twenty-three per cent of the hoys went to college for
four years#

There were no girls in college the fourth year#

nineteen pupils attended various types of educational
institutions after graduating from the high school*

Twenty-

three per cent of the total graduates attended colleges and
universities# while thirty-one per cent attended other types
of institution©#
In 19B8 the average number of graduate© from public high
school© in college- freshman classes for the country as a whole
was thirty per cent# and in other type© of institution© ten
47
per cent* Thou#* the year© are not exactly the same# the
comparison may he of mine*
47*

There were fewer attending college

Statistics of'Public High Schools 19B7-B8# Bulletin# 19S9#
Ho* 3B# t* Id# Superintendent of Documents# Washington#
D« 0*

10Q

from AXexandria than the average for the country as a whole#
in 1928; while a larger number went to other kinds of
Institution©#

table m a t t
Humber and per cent of boy© and girls answering question
naire who went to college* and number of years they attend
ed colleges*
.

dumber of
years attend
ed college*
ttf tj H W n n .u W i .1 t™ W IIin n j t t ■!» I"'m u i i ' wt»Wiuili iir111, i .11.1

Mumbef
Beys

.

’

......................

.

:.L l \

n"

u:

...

per .cent-.... ,;

..........

M r l # ...

Boys

dirts

9*1

18*8

4X8

9*1

18.8

13.6

1

j- a

4

£

1

*B

}

3

4

j

4

s

0

83*0

0*0

IB

7

34*8

40*9

I

Totals

"■

1

71 i

|!
'
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Z^rnlng OapaoIty of to# Group
All except eleven o f toe tu® et loxma ire & Indicated litt
too pupil had keen employed for one or more years*

A com**

pari son of to® compensation received in to® three divisions
1® presented la Table m f v

T i m hoy® in toe non-graduate

division earned from #60*G0 to $103*00 a month* with an average
wage of eighty dollars *

In toe same division toe girl® earned

from #60*00 to floe#00 a.month* with an average of seventy*
s e w n dollars*
The normal, or fous?*y®ar graduates, averaged #106*00 a
month* toe salary- ranging from $@$*00 to #170*00*

The girl#’

of toe same group averaged 100*00 a month* with--a range
from§§6*00 to #110*00*

SJa&y*®lg!i& per-cent of this group

of girl# was employed,- compared with thirty*two per cent- of
the hoys*
The hoy*e division of the group which required m o m
than the normal four years to .complete- toe high school course-"
averaged 0Sl*O0t with the range- f r o m #50*00 to #183*00*.
There were no girls in tot# division*
The comparisons Indicate that there was a relation he*
tween graduation end hatter salaries*

The hoys made an

average of seven dollars a month more than toe girls in toe
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table

ygiir

Average salary ©atn®& by boys and girls of ilia group
divided according--to non*graduates* fotir year graduates* and
these who required mors than four years bo graduate#
t
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nem**graduate group.*

to© normal group of boya Mad# twenty**

eight dollar# a month ©ore than the girl© to the earn#
dtolaiom#

'too graduate ‘hoar to the normal diwlaton earned

twentyveight deltara more per month them the non**graduate
boy,>while the group whieft took ertra time to finish school
.mad# an are rage of m m dollar more than the non* graduate 0#
though 'the lower groups show a alight relation between
gmdufttloa and hatter aalari##* the relation ia m w k m i in
the oaa# of the nora&al group#

Hi# graduate normal dtoietom

of the girla<: group earned aeren dollar# a month more than
the non*g?Adu*t« girl##

Again >ther© is a relation between

normal graduation and better"salaries •
ihimmary
the large at number of people In Alexandria are employed
in railway and street transportation*

toie type of employ*

meat engaged the mrwimmm of the Majority of the boy# who
answered the uueationnalr# f and those who were Interviewed
peraonally*
College attendance wee not #gua& to the national per**
oentage for the last available alas# record* 1988+

to#

college attendant# record of the boy# wee superior to that
of the girls *

Apparent correlation exiebed between gndua-»

bleb in the normal eight ##tt##t#r* and the highest ealari###

The high school p a d m t « teetlfel

comparable bo the

compensation of too better-*!}®id oler&a* the trained t u w i f and
the manager of a w m $ X ©tor® * Hie amount m s about half the
©alary received ty a mechanic# as may b© noted on pag# IS of
the appendix*

Hu© College Prachmao Record
Different members of bln* XSS6 group graduated to differ-*
©mb year# end entered college in the same staggered fashion*
lb was not possible bo compere' the record of the group 'with
this school* a college freehmn record© ■without aaa©rt&toi&&
the individual record© by private oorre©pom&cmc# with the
college#, which was dome*
Members of the group ©ntared college to 1431* X9$B# X93B*
and 19S4*

fh© freshman grade# were averaged and ..compared

with the grade© reported by the Southern Association o f
Colleges and Secondary schools for- the Alexandria High School
as a whole* end with the record, of the state of flrgimta*

A©

the Association did nob report the grad#© In X93X* the die*
cuss ion wee limited to the years 19SB* 1933* and X f M *
By referring to Table XX?* the observer will see that
the three year average failure for the State was 14#? per cent*
for the Alexandria High School a© a whole the percentage of

1Q5

The semester hours failed in college freshman uourmm
fey graduates of Alexandria High school compared with the
average semester hours failed fey other Virginia high eohoold
in the southern Association of colleges and Secondary
Schools In 1 9 3% 1033, and 1934.

Semoetar hodre failed
Tear

Alexandria?,
___

j

.

_

State#

.

193?

j

3.4

16.0

1933

|

13.3

■15*4

13.3

ta.y

1934

;

i
.. .......

1
\

-

Average

i
|

11*1

'

'14 7

'

^Arranged from year books of the Association of Colleges and
Secondary schools# 1950* p. B45| 1935* p* 801) 1934* p* 006,
Premier Printing dompany* Btrminghaia* Alabama.

failm m fi@ li#l*

For the pupil0 of the group It wa® 10*0

per oatst*
4 tabulation of the

of failure la eath soilego

freshman aubjeot teten by the group la iifen la Table X&FX*
The following ebeerwbleae are slgnifleant*
1*

!Hetrer par cent fatlot English*

8«

Uiae par cent failed mathematics*

3*

Three per oent failed the-Mlanees*

4 * Fifteen par eoot failed mlseellanoou® subjects*
5*

ffeibher history nor foreign languages had any

failures#
Wmm- those data It appear® that tier# win room for
improvement In preparation of pupils for college in English
and matheiafetiea*
alarming*.

The amount of failure, 1

wm& not

In fact* the par cent of failure compared faror^

ably with the beat school© of the state according to Table
Sf«

The group had one per sent leas failure In college

during the, freshman year than did the eehool as a whole -for
the 0m m period*
The three^yeasweverage failure reported for the atate
was fire per oant greater than the peroentag# failure within
this group#.
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The percentage of failure made by
freetwea suhjeets*

group

iiiuMnaiainnoii,

par esnt

st*s»4«e%
wNewwwe

nepiw

failed
mw***

English

11

fistheaietlee

9

Selsnee*

S

History

s

Languages

0

Ail. other

subjects

IS

.s afsewamrmas nyii unit"wb. hi"1* «w(*wn ■'

^Arranged from Year Book of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools, 1932, P. 245.
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Chapter

T O

Comparisons of Achievement of the Fupile Who Inhered
Alexandria High School la X90&* Divided According to
Three Educational Levels Attained by the Parents,
Namelyt Those Who Attended College* High School* and
Crammer school
1*

Studies have teen made of the comparative education

of father and son*

Other studies .have endeavored to shew

the frequency with which sons enter the occupations of their
fathers.

This study will attempt to show some differences

between pupils whose parents had varying amounts of educa
tion.

The pupil records were classified as follows: it)

These whose parents had attended college* |s) those whose
parents had high school work* and C3) those whose parents
had attended grammar school only.
The analysis of pupil failure as shown in Table XXVII
indicates no failures of children with college-trained
parents throughout the whole four years in high school*
Children of parents who had received high school training
failed twelve per cent* and those whose parents had re
ceived only grade training failed twenty-one per cent the
first semester*

In the succeeding semesters the failure

is comparatively small for the high school group* hut the
grammar school group continued to fall for the first six

iiABUB XXVX1
The percentage of pupils frost varying backgrounds
failing !«■ high school ee,ch ease#ter*

m

«

•MS

Rfc*

■timtW tiiwhMMMM

no

.semester® before the percentage dropped appreciably*
She failure we© pronounced the first two pcsecfcers 1b.the
ease of the g f i a r grad# group*
In addition to the study of failures among the three
divisions* comparison of other factors was .made#

fable

SX9XSX shows the analysis of -tea percentage dropped,, the
' subject failure, the pupil failure, the percentage of each
division which graduated, and the percentage of pupils
awarded the college preparatory diploma*, The collage and
the Mels. school groups both lost thirty^thre© par cant of
their number before graduation, Alls the grammar grade
group lost fifty per cent before that time*

fhe 'subject

failure for the college group was four per sent, for the
high school group seven per cent, for the. gramsarN£P&&#
4S

group fifteen p**r cent*

sixty*seven per cent of the

college group, sixty per cant- of the high school group,
end forty*nln@ per cent of the grammar school group
completed the high school course*
An analysis of the kind of diplomas awarded, the pupils
in the study divided according to the educational level of
their parents is given in Table $%X&«
48*

The percentage in

A pupil was counted failed if he did not pass two
subjects in any single semester* aubject failure
woe based on the individual subjects railed each
semester#

Ill

TABLE XXVIII
As Analysts of some footers differentiating pupils fro©
earying ©dseabtanal backgrounda»

Factors

Stereeiittt&a of' pupils with payouts :
Huirimg m
Grammar &0liOQ
■

for coat
dropped "before
'p'or SiSC'SlT
M,n :
elase failure
:before ninth
*]
semester -.•.... ■
■i‘or cent
graduating
!
.'mnsMKir !‘
...

.....

3S

a

s

33

s

1 ; ;oOwation

j

50

•f

15-

Of

00

m

»

S3

'4'

1:
‘

11z

m^tijjvJftiiijri*

Th& number ®n& peroeatage of eaeh type of diplosm awarded
pupil© wltfe varying backgrounds of oduoat-lots*
:
.

I Group

*
uumbei t
la
Typ® of Diploma
Grom
.. OOXXiig©..
; ratal 'ft;
preparatory 0can»rola1 General
la
;
Collar©
. -8
;
’
No.
ltd*
# •: Mo, ■ *
.........

esfhoso
parenta .
aad bad
a oollogo
education ;

^O0<*
V
parent©
and bad .. j
». btgb sebooX
aducatlo© ;
’ ,:

15

6

48

—

.

O ! 4 : 37

0

’

■

87

■#
».

33

8

1 3

9

f

37

18

11 .

m

.

•+

*>!*

*

Pupils
fttoo&a
parent©
itad bad a
grammar
30hOOl
»dtioatiou i

m

\

. J.

8

0

V

‘48

:
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this.table was figured on the basis of the original number
of eatrente in such group*

lbs following points are

significant;
1*

The college preparatory diploma was awarded to

forty per cent of the college group* to twenty-four per
cent of the high school group and to fourteen per cent of
the grammar-grade group*
3*

Hone of the college group took the commercial

diplomaf' nine per cent of the high-school division received
this diploma* and twelve per cent of the grammar group*
3»

The general diploma was given to twenty-seven

per cent of the college group* to the same per cent of the
high school group* and to nineteen per cent of the grammar
group,*,

If this class is typical of the pupils in Alexandria

High School* the total percentage receiving diplomas Indi
cates that the pupil Whose f atter had received a college
education ted two chances In .three- of finishing high school;
with a parent -completing high school.,* three chances in five;
and. one' chance In two for- the pupil whose father went., nofarther than the grammar school*
Implications
Apparently there is sufficient evidence to cause school
executives to look for a predominance of failure among tee
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pupils to© m parents are to the lower educational towels#
Furthermore t toe failure record Indicates the value of ob
taining the educational status of the parent on the *>upll
record card#

toe fact ’that vast of the failures occurred

is the first two semesters furnishes a possible answer to
too perplexing /question, where do toe majority of failures
In high school occur?

Also# ola ssif1cation of pupils moat

likely to fail furnishes a basis for valuable guidance#
toough tola study ie based on a comparatively email
number of pupils, nevertheless* the fact that toe division*
show such marked differences seems to warrant a more
thorough- study of toe relationships between too levels of
education of toe parents and the amount of education that
the pupils obtained#

a

study of this nature seems to promise

some value for prognostication#
&«

toe Halation Between the noma**ownership and the
Iducatlonal level

It is generally believed that home-ownershlp denotes a
pmrtmmnof to to# community and a certain degree of toriftlneas on toe part of toe Individual#

Banks give superior

credit rating to toe man who has real estate assets*

the

man too owns property in a city is likely to be interested

XXS

in toe general progm m

a m welfare of bla ©ommnXty*

la

feet# cities m m Interested in attracting this type of
oitfmea who will besom# an asset to the oaBogunttgr finals
eielly and otherwise*

The mmx too m m m hie home le lifcely

to remain a tern payer for e longer period than on# who
follow# the rise of the esipioymeab ounre from one city to
another.

This factor be# a bearing on the education of -hie

children# for the pupil who remains to one plate throughout
the ©ours© of his schooling usually to# the advantage -over
the pupil who changes hie residence frequently*

though

there m y be exceptions to this observation# on toe whole
permtmtay of residence is sore desirable then constant
moving from school to school#

It can therefore be said

that hom^emeretiip is likely to be a oomtribmti ug fee tor
to toe educational'progress of the child,- as well as a
financial asset to the city#
toe purpose of the present phase of the study la an
attempt to ascertain toe orient to to left toe difference im
the educational level of toe parent contributes to the
financial support of the city# and to show# in so far as
hoae-owoersfclp is an advantage to toe pupil# which educa*
ti o m l level provides this advantage to the greatest degree*
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roosdur#
From information as to the education or the parents
obtained fro® the pupil record card* the parent a of the group
m m ® dliri<i©& aoaordias to the eduaatlon of the father as
follow#!
Cli those who had attended college* CB) those who had

g o n e tie 'h ig h s c h o o l* e n d CS) t h o s e who had b e e n i n gtafn aeg
school only*

there were fifteen in the first group* thirty**

three, in the second* end ftfty*#ewem in the third#
the aasesssnent m t m of the homes of each3group w m
Obtained from the tmm record a In the office of the Cleric of
the Corporation Court of the City of Alea&emdria* Virginia#
In ©sees where m r e them on#'' reel .estate a-ssa«cmemt m e
listed under the parent*# manse* the largest ©Ingle Item
was used#

The real estate aesesOTent m s approximately

on©~bhlr£ the actual m i m e of the home*

The tea rate was

$8*60 par hundred dollar# eesessBents
8s# M t t m m m ® between the group# are presented id
Table SX3U
1#

The following feet© are elgnifleant i

The txom® of the college man m e assessed at a.

figure which wee f869#00 more than the home- of the m m
who had attended high school* and f314*00 sior# than that of
the one who had attended the grammar grade# only*

it*

HojBpariog the homewtiar bM p of the parents of Tarring
t

...
.

lewa&a*

.

.... 'rr v-'t-T"-li’'T-ir fxn 'iirr.....

,r ...| r . ,-..r . ,ri ...

'College
Group

;.9b$to*e.

>
63WXP

__eduo%tio:
nal

i**■•

*0

,

saheel ! Qtemw&e
Qroup '..... ■
:;' Sa^oll
Sroup

■;

as *'
;

m

"1

;
i‘“fetal
i m0fo&r '

=■’

10

li

tor cent
:owhing
r homes

66

59 ;

:Total
;asseeeedt;

#37,400,00

: ouffnifi^
j heme#

-%

;

i

-25

44 '

#S)L96O0«OO

:#70*680*00

#2*090*00

; $2,626*00

t-

f
i.•.
;.

:average •^ ; #11*220*60
•
r; i . .

.

...,.*-... •...
$ 8*670,00

,
-.,»-*■.V^J

#8,536.00
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2*

Fifty per cent more of the college group -owned

their home3 than did the high school group*.

The difference

between the college' group and the grammar-'achool group in
this respect was tweniy«hwo per cent* the difference being
in favor of the former group*
3«

The- assessed value of the average high school man* a

home was #64*00 more than the average of the man who
attended the grammar school only*
4*

fhe grammar school groupowned a larger percentage

of homes than did the high, school men*.
Implications
From the above data it Is evident that children from the
college«*bre& home have the greatest advantage in #0 far as
home*ow&erehlp is an index*

It is also significant that the

city collects more taxes from the home-owner with the highest
educational level*

& most Interesting observation is that

although the high school group had a higher assessed value
placed on their homes* the grammar group owned- a larger
percentage of homes*
fliefact that the tax study shows#

that the parents with

a high school education paid more taxes than the grammar group
liable* page 183.

indicates that the grammar school group invested in homes*
while the high school group invested its money in bonds and
other securities* for if this group did not pay 'taxes on
real estate the taxes were paid on income and personal
property*
3*

faxes and the Educational level

The ability of a community to support education is
dependent largely upon the taxes paid by the citlawsms of
that community.

The schools are supported by funds secured

partly from the city and partly from state funds*

The

question of the individual source of local and state taxes*
therefore, is not only of general interest but also may have
some influence upon those who disburse school finances*

If

it could be shown that the amount of taxes paid into the
state and city treasuries is' in proportionate ratio to the
amount of education the individual has received* doubtless
the budget makers and those charged with the duty of
approving budgets would be less inclined to curtail
school expenditures*

Few people claim that the value of

an education is limited to the ability to acquire material
wealth*

The culturalist* of course, sees other possibilities

but even he cannot fail to see the objective of those who
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advocate an education for its material value*

The budget

maker and the budget approver must be cognisant of the
doUara^and^eenta aspect of education#

If lave at 1gallon

can show that there Is a greater monetary return to the
public treasury from the better educated man* then there
is a basis for a claim that education begets more taxes*
and more taxes beget more education* thus completing
the cycle*

therefore* the purpose of the further study

of our group is to show whether there is any relationship
between college and high school attendance and the payment
of higher individual taxes*
Procedure
The amount of taxes paid the state and city by the
parents of the group which entered Alexandria High School
in 1926 was obtained from the records of the Commissioner
Of Hevenue of the City of Alexandria*

The "figures used

in the study were the total amounts of taxes collected
49
on real estate* personal property* and incomes* fhe
group can be considered a typical one* since they were
the parents of all the pupils who entered the eighth grade

49.

f*he rates are shown on page 135 of the appendix*

m

in te# Alexandria Higfe school is l$i§#

Since the permanent

record qatA« showed tli# educational level of the parent#, m
division was cate as follows i (a) those tea attended collage *
|b) those tee attested high school, and Co) those who
attested tee grammar school*

s comparison of the taxes

paid fey those teres group# Is presented is tefele XKXX*

from

tel* tefeulatloii the following ofeeorvatlcma or# significant t
X.#

T i m m were is the group fifteen pupil# with taiXege-

fered parents, telrty*teme from the high school levels and
fifty-seven from the grate school*
3#

TO# college group had claims, the Sigh school division

twentyt -mud the grammar group tfelrty»se*en to pay tax## to the
state#
3#

Xn the saa# order' the thro# group# feed tea* twenty-two,

end forty-os# per cent paying taxes to the city*
4#

fh# percentage paying taxes to the state for the earn*

three groups was- eeeenty^tferee for the college group, sixty©eves for the high .school -Alwieioa* and stmty-flw# for the
grammar grade group*
3*

ffee percentage paying city taxes tmn sitey-eewen*

sixty-seven, and seventy-two for

the college, high school* and

grammar grade groups, respectively*
the average- amount of teres paid fey the three group# was
as fallows* to the state,

£X6«89f and

for tee

thm nunf&es? at parent*, p*j? cent ot parent#, and eeerag*
aoount of taxes paid tfee state and oity lay parents xhe

attended collage* high school, and g r a ma r s£ho*l»

IlflWP#nte *fc© attended1
[ S o I S ^ ,an;;
.

***

;t M E M to st&Is

:

Iftuifc&r pacing ;
tp «itr

is

S3

m

U

SO

37

to

:

[

41
i

;
oant p*y*
:£ng tax** to

■

Pfcr oant pay*- !
:lag taxes to
oity
I
\

73

60

6»

0?

67

72

.

r

'
■
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«S7.C1

*15.06
...... „ . . . . . . . .

amount i
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—

-

■
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college, high school, and grammar grade groups * respectively;
to the city, #10*79* # 8 * 1 7 , and #6*67 for the same three
groups*
Implications
It la evident that a larger percentage of the grammar
grade group paid taxes to the city than did the college or the
high school divisions*

The college group paid a larger per-*

centage to the state than either of the other two*

The grammar

group b®%t, and the high school group was the lowest*

On the

other hand, the amount of taxes paid both the state and the
city was in direct ratio to the three divisions according to
the amount of education of the three groups| that Is, the college
group paid about twice as much'as the. grammar school group to the
state and nearly a third more than the high school .group*

The

college group paid twenty-four per cent more to the city than
the high school group and thirty-^ igfcrb per sent more than the
grammar grad© group*

The high school group paid nineteen per

cent more to the city than did the grammar grade grotip .
There appears to he a very constant relation between the
higher levels of education and the highest average amount of
taxes paid to both state and city,

On the other hand, there

seems to be no relation between the per cent paying taxes and
the educational attainments o f the three groups studied*

M4

Chapter T%XZ
Summary and Conclusions
The central problem of this study deals with the
progress through school and the subsequent social adjusts
meat- of the pupils who entered Alexandria High School In
19E6*
To study adequately the school experiences of the
group, the investigator must know many things about the
school# Its standards, and its teaching staff#-

A study of

pupil progress through the sohool requires a knowledge of
the intelligence of the group, its age-*grade status, as well
as an insight into the subjects pursuedt passed, failed, and
dropped# ’Squally important is a knowledge of the social
adjustment of the group after leaving school*

The histori«

dal background and a survey of the city as it is today
furnished this information*

Further information was ob*

tained regarding the comparative education of the parents
;
?

and pupils of the group, the amount of taxes paid, and the
differences in hometownsrshlp among parents of varying
amounts of education#
The following conclusions and implications appear to be
Justified by the study!
The school building was out of date and inadequate to

t m

mm ~ properly for the -tmmhew of pupil© carolled between M 0
and IfS##
TO© bet.chins staff was composed entirely of college
graduate#* however, an^third had not had teacher training

enures e*. sad one^fitth had oot had previous experience be**
for© Joining the Alexandria High OchooX staff*
fb# organisation ant p ^ m i

standards of the aehool met

the specificatiotie for accrediting by the State department of
Education ant the southern Aesoolation of QolXagae ant @e&o2*»
dary Gohoole.

though it was accredited by thee© accrediting

agencies it tit little more then meat the minimum requirements#
There mere no cmreem In manual training ant fin© arts#

Buet^

ness sour sea were the only course® offered to care for voe&»
tlonal employment#

GahooX appropriations 4#&ra&Md during the

last four years of the study, while the city and school popu«*
lations increased*
Ibc pupil# who entered the school in Xt&i were of average
intelligence;, in so far a# the on# intelligence teat 1# an
index#

thin conclusion is substantiated by the general meeem*

pllataeata of the croup in school, at college and after leaving
school. .Whe age-grade statu# of the group was above the average
for tip stats#

The subject# tmkm* and the time Ih e m subject#

were pursued, were in accord with the best accrediting standard#.

Subject failure was eo&ewbsb higher than the average for the
cities of Virginia, but the percentage was not m
average for the state*

high as the

the percentage of dropped pupils was not

Hi

unfavorable when compered with the averages for the state*

The

number of delayed* or tardy, graduations apparently was' excess-*
sive• This was due, to some extent, to some pupils remaining
out of school for a year or more before returning'to graduate*
and not wholly to failure*

The graduates, who obtained posi

tions , held them longer and received more salary than those
who did not graduate*
The historical background of Alexandria ranks among the
foremost in the state, in fact, it is one of Virginia fs
oldest communities*

deorge Washington, himself, assisted in

establishing-and supporting the first school in the community*
The early schools of Alexandria were at first private acade
mies, though provision was made in the establishment of the
first school for the education of the poor*

Private>schools

flourished throughout Alexandria*a history, in fact, there
were four private schools in the city when this study was
begun*

The presence of these private schools very likely

delayed the development and growth of the public schools*
The survey of the city revealed that Alexandria offered
ample opportunities for social and economic development*

The

city*s proximity to Washington adds. much, to the opportunities
existing in Alexandria itself, both commercial and cultural*
The percentage of the population gainfully employed was above
the average of the state*
The percentage of college attendance of the group did not
equal the national average*

freshman success in college was

IB9

thirty^three per ©eat above the average of the state#

The

cost per pupil for secondary education in Alexandria High
School was one-third more than the average for the state
during the period of the study#
The comparative study of the parents and the pupils based
upon the amount of education received disclosed the following
signifleant factsi
Failure predominates among pupils whose parents are in
the lower educational levels.
The college-bred man pays more' taxes to- the city and -to
the state than does the man with a high school or a grammar
school ©delation#

the men with a high school education own

homes which are assessed at a hitter value than the men on
the grammar school level#

More parents on the grammar school

level owned3their homes* but those on the high school level
owned more securities*

The individual amount of taxes paid

by these three groups was in the following orderi (I) college
{£} high school| (3) grammar school; indicating that the city
receives more return in taxes from those whom it educates*
According to this study * the pupil whose father had a
©©liege education had two chances in three to complete his
high school course; with a high school education’
* three
chances in fivof and with a grammar school education* less
than one in two#
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T&mgti this study la based upon a comparatively small
number of oases* the marked differences between educational
levels seem to warrant a more thorough study of parent and
pupil educational relationships»
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Physical Conditions
4*

Location:
Situated in the State of Virginia * on the navi
gable Potomac River* about seven miles south
of Washington* D* 0 #.
t eapltol of the Whited
States*

B-*

Climatet
temperate* favorable* influenced by large bodies
of water#

0#

SO
transportation faeilltles<*«*193B $
I*

HalIway
a#

Humber and names of railways serving the
cityt
there are nine railroads* namely Atlantis
Coast line | Baltimore & Ohio $ Chesapeake
& Ohio; Pennsylvania; Richmond * Fredericks
burg* and Potomac.; ■Norfolk & We stem. |
Seaboard Air Line* and the Southern*

In

addition to these* the Washington & Old
Dominion Company operates between this
city and Bluemont.

SO#

Chamber of Commerce * Interview*

51

b*

Fifty**three passenger trains daily#.

o*

Amount of freight* and number of trains
SB
daily*
(!) Average number received?
(a) BS from the South
|bi X? from the north
{&) Average number dispatched*

(a) S3 to the South
(b) BO to .the Horth
as
a*

Volume of freight handled*
B *600 oars per day

e*

Additional facte indicating access-*
Ability to tmrkatm
Oar a dispatched to destinations in time
tar opening of markets Horth ant East
of Alexandria*

f.# Freight stations!
^wo freight stationa in Alexandria $
'one belonging to the Richmond* Fred**
erloksburg & Potomac Railroad, ant the
other to the Southern Railroad*

514
5«*

S3*

Union Station Agent, Interview
Richmond* Fredericksburg 4b Potomac Freight Repot Agent *
Ibid.

g*

Warehouse facilities$

{!) Humbert-two
m

S*

Capacity****one is 35 by BOO feetf and

tbs other is 50 by 150 feat*
54
Water ^rausportatioaI
a*

There Is one steamboat 11ne^ «-Horfoik &
Washington- Steamboat Company*

b*

Daily service to Southern and north**
©astern markets*

c*

Bame of markets I
Hew York, Philadelphia, Boston, Provi
dence la the northeastern section;
Horfolk, Old Point, and all points South *

d*

Humber, of sailings*
Seven each week*

a*

Connection with foreign and other markets
at Horfolk*

t#

terminal facilities and service very goad*

g#

Depth of water i
Channel approximately thirty feet*

h*

Warehouse facilities!
One warehouse, owned by a closed corporation*

S4*

Norfolk and Washington steamboat Company, Interview*

188

S*

Air m m t u m 1954s

m

Tbmm mm two airports £nested nmmr
Alaxaodfcla* the lit# Vernon Airways* Xno#»
about three and oms~h&lf m t l m south, and
the WashlngtoawBeove? Airport about three

an# one*hair miles north*

4*

Hew lerk baa be

reaehe# in leee than two'houre by feet plana**
Ob
230to* bum and trucfc eeririoe ttSBs
a*

tfumber and name*
One eompmyw^A* B* A- W# Bus Company#

b*

loealihlea served*
Washington* Alexandria# Bararaft# and
St* Vernon*

Bus M a e s run regularly

from Alexandria In all dlreetlene*
e*

Humber of trips*

Ivery ten minute* between Alessandria and
We ebtngtet* i^-ebout am hourly eervte#
to Ht* Vernon*

00*
-5d*

0*

Passenger sarvioe only*

•*

One trns terminal*

Manager of Mount r e m a n Airways end Offloe of Washing**
tom^Hoever Airport* Interview*
A* 8* A W* Bus hlne Manager* interview#

xm

Bw

C i I n t e r n a l passenger transport f&eiMtieas
a*

m

isumbar^on© line* private m m r n m M p with
tie* competing ooifipaztiea*

b*

fi.fr reguiationf
til

of aarrlooi
Satisfactory

|i) Bates of faro*
local fa»«***fi w cants
Wsehingfen^flffean mats* straight
faro*
Hound trip~~bwe»ty~flve cents

Tmn %o&ens for ©00 dollar*

58

©*

Ifabwal 8»a0tt?00*f
an Important tmdevaloped natural resource 1© the

utter supply#

Water from flia Potomac, Ooooouaa*

loll Kuat and other streams i© naturally ©off and
suitable for msoufac turtng and chemical work©*

It
B*

Boaar*
fhe irtfginis fmblic Service Company m p v o « Alar*
atidrla with adequate poesy*

The company baa a

©tean plant fear© and lines connecting edbh hydro**
alaofrid plants in Virginia *

*
57*

58*
50*

'

*

*

A l e m n d r l a Baroroft and Washington Taratoal Manager*
Interview#
Chamber of Commerce * fteoor&a*
Virginia Public Sergio© Company, Interview*

13?

F*

Labor 193S*

m

there Is an abundant supply of whits and colored, male
and female, shilled « M

u ne M l l e d labor*

there la no

reeord of sbrlhee or labor agitations that have origi
nated in Alexandria*

0* Additional toformtiom

31

Within E50- miiea of Ala^andria you will find-**

B*

IS# of

the

population of the Waited States

11# of

the

wealth of the Waited states

Id# of

the

eelue of maufaotnree in the Waited State®

t# of

the

agricultural product® of theWaited States

See&ie A ttr a c t! ona— place© of historical Interest*

eg
1,

Mb* fernon
•The home of Oeorge WaeMngtoa la about tea miles
from Alexandria on the
Highway*

Mount Vernon Memorial

through the untiring efforts of Arme

Parwelia Ouimlng^ham of South Carolina* the
m&rmtmrnt home 1m the world**' m s saved f or
featerity*

It is now owned and effieie&ti?

oared for by the Mount V&rnon Ladies ABBOOimtion
of the

Union* the oldest Incorporated patriotic

aseooiatiam in the United State® composed of
women*

60*

Chamber of Commerce * Becor&e*

ii*

lilt.*

HE*.

Alexandria a&aeibe* February B8# 1938*

2.38

e*

m

Ohrlot Shural*

old EplMopel Obnreii was

o m

of the fir9ft

etofeii^ built in i&esaa&rfta* mm& is another

shrine dear to the people of tue Waited States*
It was to lit in ,K7SKS* -floods# Washington and
loberb B* loo both worshipped fees*## -Whit#
marble tablets on the east wall of the eburoh
m r k the memory of these two great man*

0*

^oue-

ends of tourists rielt Christ Olmrefe aaofe year*
id
Friemdefeip login# Company
This oompany tos organized in If74 and in 179®
Oeorge Wasbiogtea presented the■oosspany with.a
fire engine*
la Baltimore#

ffels engine was'sold and la now
A m p m A m tloa was isis which

m y he eeea at the Friendship Fire House on
&eutSs Alt'red Street.*.
id
4*

Old rmetrterlea Meeting Boueo

Completed la If74 fey Fato Carlyle*

leaf dietings

niefead e&tlaena of dleaaadrla4# early day* are
fenrted in the otraroh yard*

fhe body and tout of

mm Unknown Soldier of the Sewolntioaary War rente

here* it reactwea- its proportionate axaomt.of

43#
44*
43*

Or# William I* Morton* Renter# X & t e m e w *
Caretaker* Friendship Fire House# Interview*
Mexandria CMusette* February S3* 190S* {Historical
Washington Memorial Edition*!

interest*
00

5*

Oa&sby* s •Tavern
This Tavern was built at -a time when Alexandria was a
world-famous port and a center of social and political
Importance*
tavern.

Adjoining this building is the old City

On three occasions Washington occupied it as

M s military headquarters*

The first celebration of

the adoption of the Constitution took place bare in
1288*

The last public celebration of Washington's

birthday during hi# lifetime was h # M here with
General and lira* Washington present*

In Hovember

of the same year, he reviewed the local troops from

0.

the steps and gave his last military command*
m
Carlyle Mansion
Built in 175S by John Carlyle on the foundation of
an old stone fort*

It. was occupied for a time by

general Brad&ock and since then has been known as
Bra&dookVs headquarters*

This house is said to be

the place where the resolution was born*

Ten year#

before the Stamp Act the officials representing the
British government met here to consider the question
of the taxation of the colonists*

66*
ey*

Alexandria Ga&ette, February EE* IffB*
Washington Memorial Bdition*}
ibid*

{Historical

140

$*

Other old and Interesting, houses found In
Alexandria.^
The General Henry Lee house where Bobert Hu Lbb*b
father lived; the Lord Fairfax house; the ftamsey
house* mhich is the oldest house In Alexandria!
the home of ©r* Blok who attended Washington In
his last illness! the home of sr* Grails* who was
a close friend and physician of Washington! the
Lafayette house* where Lafayette was entertained
on his second visit to America! the Marshall House
where the first blood of the Civil War was shed*

8.

Mount Vernon Memorial Highway^
This great highway passes through .Alexandria and
connects Mount Vernon with the nation*© capttol*
The originator of the idea to construct this
boulevard was the late Mr* 81* B* Harlow of Alex*
andria*

Mr* Harlow started this movement some

forty years ago and spent a

lot of his

money to promote the project.

time and

The total cost of

the boulevard is over ©even million dollar©.
is regarded as one of the finest* if not the
finest boulevard in the United States*

68.
m.

Alexandria Gasebte* February 88* %9Z2*
(Memorial Edition)
ibid-

It

9*

George Washington Masonic national Memorial
This great Memorial to George Washington* the Mason,
Is situated on Shooters Bill, In the western part of
Alexandria f on the highway he tween the City of'Wash**
ingtort and Mount Vernon,, his old home*

The imposing

Memorial, 333 feet high, overlooks the City of Wash**
ington to the north and Meant Vernon to the south,
while eastward at its' foot lies Alexandria, which
city he helped to plan*

The unusual arch!tectural

features and the remarkable terraced approaches
present a striking appearance*

It is modelled

after the ancient towers whioh were used as beacons
to guide mariners into harbors, as exemplified in
the beacon at Rhode s * The Memorial will house a
priceless collection of memorabilia of Washington,
including many art!ales closely connected with
his career in the Masonic order*
Memorial will be $4,000,000*

The cost of the

it is being built

by the George Washington Masonic national Memorial
Association*

TO*

Interview with Charles Callahan, Author of Washington*
the Man and the Mason and originator of the hffioaSSl J
idea-*
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XX # P0Fi|Ji4TIDH
A*

B*

Humbers 1934
1#

for etby as a ^hOlO**’
— **“******«**'**►«*' m*m*•*.«(«(>•**86,100

3*

for

5 9877

Character of the population
1*.

By age groups
a*

0*

8 {retirement age}

b*

Miadle--~:~»^-lXiB76 CtarorkXng age}

o«

Yotmg--------11|!0B6 fchildren to 01 yra*}

By nationality
a * Ha tire'b o m — 05 f580
b*

foreign born-

5B§

a*

Foreign b o m are mostly Creeks and Italians *

3 * By Bane

a* White——
——
—
—
—
—
S I$138
b . BiaOk———————— 4;*90B
a*
4*

Yellow-

By Citizenship Status
a*

Voting Population 1954
1#

White—————5 i0 91

0#

Blank—
l?otal—

71*

—

079
s TEt O

City Directory 1934f and records of Chamber of Commerce*
1934*

x m

S*

By Educational leiml 1933$
a#

m

Elementary School
1* White Students

8,838

teachers

101

3 * GoXored Students

888"

feaehere

33

Usually three-fourths of the Elementary Graduates enter
High School#.
b*

High School
1# Studenta

898

feaohers
o*

34

High School Graduates (Public School)
Alexandria High School only#

?S*»

Year

SffiS

Girls

1988

80

34

198*7

83

38

1988

83

36

1989

89

38

1930

34

36

1931

38

46

1988

38

89

Records found in office of Superintendent of Schools,
Alexandria , Virginia *

3.44

From twenty to thirty* or about twenty-fivc per cent
of the high school graduates enter College each year*
d*

College Graduates
Average all: each year*

e*

U m b e r of Schools 1932s
Elementary Schools-High SehooXs^'^^^^^***-*^
Private School

7

Episcopal High School*
3t* Agnes Episcopal School for Girls
St* Joseph*s Parochial School
St* Mary*a Academy
St* Mary9s Parochial School
Kaverina Boy* s School
Episcopal theological seminary
111*

BQOHOMIO jJ O r g '

A.

Induetries
1*

B*

Occupations
X*

73*
74*

Humber of Industrie
74

Humber in each occupation group* by sa^*^«19SB

Eeoor&s, Chamber of Commerce*
City Birectory and Beeopds* Chamber‘of Commerce*

m m ,

msm

MALE

fSSiALR

UMM

AgrlCUltUre**************

66

4

33

3

Forestry an4 fisJalng— *~~~

33

0

1

0

Extraction of minerals***

It

0

4

0

Eat 1ding Industries*-**-*** 640

?

1X0

0

Chemical and Allied Ind** 336

§

143

1

Cigar and fofcacee Factories B

0

0

0

16

ti

f

f

Food and Allied Industries ?4

i

13

0

Repair Shops**** 111

1

4

0

Iron and Steel Industries 306

§

16

0

33

0

1

0

ia

1

1

0

Indusirie s** ~** 104

30

31

3

16

40

0

0

tl

0

1

0

Clothing Xnduetri ee*~~***

WmuOM

Automobile Factories and

Saw'and Plaining Ellis***
Other Woodworm- and
Furnishings*******
Paper, Printing and Allied

Si lie Mi 11 a--------------Automobile Agencies and
Filling Stations****

1-46

oeonpATt o m

WHITS..
ilAjLE gg»AUt

black

Sa l s

£BU&&

'thalesala and Retail
trad#* except Autamahi l#g~936

362

138

t

Other trade lndustrtea****~46

f

0

~~673

1
£S$&
I
vS&
r

103

f

Recreation and Amu m m m n % ****46

15

16

1

116

68

41

65

16

34

43"

164

11

Pafetle Service

Hotels, Rastaiirafita and
Saar ding B0uaea***~**~~*~llS
Laundries, Cleaning and
Brassing
Industries not specified* 360

B

1

0

0

Independent Hand Trader*** 87

38

4

11

Other Manufacturing Ind* * 404

48

156

1

a

40

1

tactile Industries*********

Construction and If&inte*
nance cf .gtreata**"**** 154
Oarages and Brassing
stations**********

56

i

13

1

Postal S e r v i c s ^ ^ * 4***— *

73

a

11

0

t#634

44

863

1

50

76

0

0

'

Steam and Street Ball"*

Telegraph and Telephones

75*

B aaarda*

Cfeamtoer # £

0 a » a e r a#*

1038

14?

ooctmrxoBs (continued)

mvm
MALE

black;

raetthty.

male

FEMALE

Other transportations
■and oomsiuiiioations*^-***^^^

MB

?

33

1

'Banking and Brokerage**-^-**"***-*

m

23

1

0

Insurance and Beal Estate-******

IBS

S3

10

3

Z+

type of Industries %
a*

.Agriculture'

hm

Forestry end fishing

e* , Extraction of Minerals
4#

Building Industries

e*

Chemical and Allied Industries

f*

Cigar and febaoao factories

8*

Clothing Industries

&*

Feed and Allied Industries

1*

Automobile factories and Bepalr Shops

I#

Iron and Steel industries

k*

Saw and Plaining Hills

1*

Other woodwork and furnishings Industries

ra*

Paper* printing* ami allied Industries

n*

Silk Mills

o*

Other fertile Industrie a

p#

Independent Hand fradee

q*

Other Manufacturing Industries

r*

Construction and Maintenance of Streets

s.*

Oarages and greasing Stations

t*

Postal Service

m*

Steam and street railroads

ir*

felephome and tela graph

w.*

Other transportation and communications

x*

Banking and brokerage

y*

Insurance and Beal Estate

&«

Automobile Agencies and Filling Stations

a* * Wholesale and retail trade* except automobiles
b*,

Other Irade Industries

c* *

Public Service

d #* Be ere at ion and Amusement
©%

Betels and Bestaurants and Boarding Houses

t* * laundries* Cleaning and Pressing Shops
g*«
3#

Industries not specified'

Humber of wage earners s
10*4SS wage earners in Alexandria*

149

4*

Average wages and working hours in each occupation,
1

9 3

2

OCCUPATION
Hat©

OTX0W
Soiir¥
Daily

Hours
Weekly

Hate

1*75

a
a

40

,65

8

40

Machinist’

1,00

a

40

1*081*50
*40-*
*50
*78

Monitors

1*00
* to
1*S5

-8

'40

Oarpenteys

#1*37#

Brick S^sons
Hood Services

40

$ *70

*9
1
«
to
&

40

1*00

Stone Setters 1*05

a
s
a
a
s

44#

1*00

44#

*70

44#

#00

40
44

1*05

8— 9

48

©■

Plumpers

44* **84
fy
ty #i^
aj iff
•

Of

Stone gutters 1*25

Steam Pitt era 1*BS

Qwtw*0

48

#80

1 #75

44— 84

of

44

Plasterers-

8— 9

*80

a.

X*1B#

•Bo o t s
Weekly

8—**8#

Iron Workers^; 1,65

Painters

K QH—UHXQJi
Hours
Dally

44^48
8— 9

44-48
44

*76

0
a
a

44

*75

8

44

44

Electricians
Railroads {employees are paid for the amount of mileage)
Average salary $300 per month
Store Clerks— Average wages— $2.50 to $3,00 per day
Common Labor— Average wages— # ,30 to $ .34 per hour
The above figures are based on normal cond itlone«
78*

Chamber of Commerce, Becords*

150

8*

Stability la each eooupatlGa*
-a*

Tory little unemployment is normal time a

b* Permanency of position
Permanency of position depends entirely on the
ability and efficiency of the employee*TOere

0*

ie very little labor turnover in Alexandria♦
yy
WEALTO 1934
1*

35stimat© of wealth and income*

Assessed Personal

Property |40% of- mine} $I,18£,875*00
Wealbh*^#39,000 ,000
Inc ome~~Eeal B state~~$18 #118 *804*00
Public Service**# 8*859,777*00
fotal net income tax
collected

#

745*803*17

Bonds

f 4,086*797*00

Honey in bank

$ l^nai,489*00

a * Income taxes *
I* ’.'Humber of people paying income tax returns*
£,,

Amount paid by industries*
TOls Information is not obtainable
in this city*

77*

Commissioner of Revenue, Interview*

m

b>
Is

Talus of Manufactured Products

Amount--$4 *813,000
OXASSIFICA^XOH OF STQRB3 M A^XAIIPBIA 195%

Oan&y and confectionary stores--—

-— ^

4

C^rooerie e——without meats—1

<*»*»■•'——w-wr

Combination atore s~ -grocerie s and meats—

—

Meat markets Including sea f
Food stores**-

ftj

^

k

j

nd

{ p *— ♦*" **** ^

SS1S1 S ,2£
EACH

49

i**11**——****—**“»****o*1
”**

•** •* * ■ * * •# **, »» a » m

w

30

« t -««- « * w * w « o w » # » ■!» <mt w n * » m u wji l»w uu »<’

Oenera-l

a
ioa
1

Department Stores*— '
----------------Pry goods store©*—

—p****——a*—

11

Q-eneral merchandise-—

-

3

farieby— ftra and ten— to a dollar-— — — — -— — — —

3

Motor vehlole dealers— new and'trade-in**— —
^ ^

j,

wi» «*»**»«■)»»*

«»— —
» *»

W
ft •»» mfrm *i»f<i» 'iH
M
jmgf

2»S"

Carages and repair shops— repairs, gas, oil and storage

3

Ail other automotive .establishments— —

0

Ken* s and boy* a clothing and furnishluge— — -— — —

-

Family •clotM^--*--*—

8
3

Women* a ready-to-wear specialty stores—
Apparel and 'accessories—

S

Women* s Aocessorie e— — — — — — — —
Other apparel stores***"

78*

*

Chamber of Commerce, Heoor&s,

— — —
#*<**»«*'
»<<*»*»*»»»mu>
•>*»

‘■a**'*****

i
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CLASSIFICATION

80

SbO©

wwrofwti*

Q

«•>»

{3tO3?©S*
"****— *»m»m»*m.If*»«>iw><^».»»ijili.
-<
it»l«»<»i*wxrMuj-miw —iw**mTM*<*'*»**•-«W«*i#»*»—» (M*«*»MW ^
Floor coverings, draperies* curtainsf and upholsteries
IjittOF©S**-**«*■
**•*»»«»♦»*»
*«me-*** w*#**
d. j* 11^yiOO

*»•**«»■
*
##»«**»mu<m<a**»«»«>»■*»»»#»#y»wr«i<«fc«yw* 0
I
'
l
ii
'P-tiWj
i
,W>»«»Hm**m“
*i5«■*#■'"»*■»'
J»<**»«»;»»«mm\m,r
t
l
H'
»«»ni
W *»»-*»Hj
Wi
p)ii
»
^l.
u»y £

ww <»

Other ham©

1

Badlo and iciisic ©tor©a***«**»»»■*<■»•»»«*»**»•*»■■«**»*»■«*m***.-»»—<■»<»».»»■«***><««»»«*»»»»
Besbauraii&s* cafeteriae and 1uxioJi
Other eating places---------—

£

Lumber and building- materials dealers-™***--------------**- 4
JSLectfiouL ©bopffi——^yfthout rad^o——■—>««»w.—wn***-!*!-■*mu«»inowimnn■•«
>■«*>■»^*«*—■■<«» £

Bbstlng, and jpl^fffobl-ng fi'bO’
p^£!.— ■■>■*»»»***■»»•i
m.**»»>»*<»>«»>«»w # « n >n nimw«»»>'
w»»n»*****»»«►<»—•
—»<»*«*■ i
Hd&t and glass s

t

'y^ardware iSho-F©s—

o

r

e

*|||,|,‘i***— —— —■»—«■«—•—«*»<—.——

—uw —

s

— 1

*»»«***•*-»»——————————

Hardware and farm implement store g%———wilt.uftoll— ■
—— — «|iM*«l|»**WW«#<t<l)>'«* 1
Farmer'*a supplies storea™ ineludlng food© and fertilisers- 1
BOOh ©tor©©•*■****——— ——————

— £

Olgar ©tores aud cigar s

t

a

n

d

s

■———————————————— £

goal* wood and
D ru g

s t o r e s # » * »*♦■*»»*»»*« ■
—*

Fewelry**

—

—

—— ————————————————— ——

—

— ——

—

id

iss

ft
Average wage of store olerke-^S^UOO bo $3*Q0 0 day*
•6
E# Taxes#
a*

total collected la U3X«*$M9*Stt«S0'

b*

Far cent eatS#ebed***8?!l

e*

Comparison with other a it lee~**>farorabla

d#

Hats# 1986*
ill*

98*65 per hundred# assessed

irataat

50 to 40^ sale tolae on real ■property*
(8| *

Indorsees
(a) SxempMomt* el&gle persons, 91,600*06
Cb) #B;
|00O*00 married persons
(e) #400*00 each dependant
Id} Banda *60 per hundred
ie| Sonar la bank *80 per hundred
if} City and oounty bonds *85 per hundred
Cg) Capital #1*16 par hundred
51

5*

saturate#*
a*

iClmd#-***OoMMsrola 1 and Besidantl&l

b*

Special condition* a&leh affect l&mar&xum rates#
Bote In the residential alas# is based on con«*
sbruebiom*

In the Gocs&arolal alas# the rate#

are based 00 construction and hasard of business*
?9*
80*
SI*

Chamber of OooMeree* Records
City treasurer v Xaterttei*
Agency? Worth daarima Insurance Company

e*

aa
Benktng and Witmmmi 193a
ID

tanka

(B) Type«~tbree National and aim rrivat#

IS) fiasouroae^^flftated in round figure e~«*
National Banka
(a) Total teaaurass***-***^**iS #900 *009
ft) ^atal BapaeXte^*^^****** 3*900,000

in) fatal time BeposXta**** Sy&0OfO0O
Attitude toward extension of credit to now industrials
S3
and eosmerelal onterprleea-^OonaervabXva*
84
14} Savings Accounts in Savings Banks 1931
(a) total J&moaat»^^*****^f3#.4fO#44S*f3
(b)

tank ha a a saving® aoeotrafe*

IS) lasses of bankas
Ia) first national Bank
(b) Citizens National Bank
Co) Alexandria National Bank
14) Burte and Herbert * Banters
4*

a s s e s s @4

as

valuation of property t ItSB

Tbm assessed valuation of property is $19,499,0X0*
The oldest and xaoat undesirable property la on the
east aide of Baablagton Streets attending from the
81*
83*
84*
BB*

Bank Statement's Interviews
Ohamber of dcmMMree* Heear&s
Interviews, eaehlera of the several banka
Hit? Treasurer* Interview

155

Canal to the @t. t^ary* e Catholio Carastery,

Seat

el* ©ashiastoa. Street la. the new section of tbs
town.

Soaeacnt ana Pel Bay an® the suburbs of

Alexandria, both contain very desirable property.
She former la wholly residential.

66

a. liaata
41) Rants vary according to location.

(a)

Exact information In regard to value of

owned homes could not be ascertained*
m
t* Wholesale 2*rad®
41) toportasce of City ae a wholesale oenter.
Alexandria*® strategic location makes it
ass ideal distributing point*
(8) tteaibar of wholesale outlet a-**three. Crain
exchanges are the only special Industrial
and Oomaeroial Associations.
GO
8* City Government
(!) Porra-Council-City Manager

60

h* Eewapapera

(1) Huaber-~ona

(0) O lro u la tio n Area««»RadlUB o f 86 m iles*
Is tho oldest daily newspaper in tbs
country.

66*
8?*
88.
@9.

Record#, Oharaber of Samoa roe.
Ibid* '
Interview* Oity &anag#r.
Managing Editor* Alexandria Gazette*

3J$

City Expand!turea;91

Intereat ana redemption* general

government * schools, highways, police, firs protection*
hospitals* charity, ele&nllileas and sanitation, recreation,
health, and -other departments of the; city for 1031*
z§m i
Zm

Office of the City -Manager— tWhMtt^W-or««*«».Mi#.....**m

£ j4*70

3*

City M

4,860

4*

Office of Auditor*m.0&amaia, Om'mah-am-&.'****•&***•>*m «fcii» «» .»

a

n

a

g

e

r

^

£76

3* Office of Commissioner of Bevetme*^*****

9,69£

6 * ?Office of City

3,713

?.

office of City Collector***

6,644

©♦

Office of City A t t o r n s y * * * * * —**«*

1,410-

9 • Engineering Dep ar tmen t*****“•***«■«•■•»*»« * * * - « - 6 , 6 6 0
10. Streets, sidewalks and sewere*-Mainteaance
and repal r s ^ ■ * » » < ■ > «.».«.«»«»<
#»,«!.oh,am*•»#>?#» 30, T90
II*

Division of street

36,111

IE*

Health DBpartment*—«.*»■*.*,■«**#•<*.***.,*.,**-..»** 13,340

13.

Department of Be ore at ion**-**■***** ***

7,4-64

14. Street cleaning, garbage and trash re*
mo-vat**
13.

Division of Police*'******-****#*********^ 63,949

fi. City treasurers Hecords-1931.,

15?

15*

23Xrision, of

$ 4B *5S0

Courts

BO*

City Balls Market# Armory and Cezmmlty toll

21*

Contributiona and Charities

7*6X0

BS*

Beglstrationa and Elections

lt5©0

S3*

Deficits and temporary loan a-*

B4# Contingent
B5*

XQ*6B$

-•

Interest and Sinking. Fimd— For the payment of
the publio debt of the Corporation and inter**
est thereon

26,

School fimd— Far defraying the general ex**
pauses of the publio schools •*?*»4r#>*•*-<«(**#*■#*•*»-***rti
j
i>
*»’
*»**»•■mm

1*

133*8X0

170*000

Hotel Eepresenta city*s part of school expenses onlyj
does not inoXnie receipts from State department
of Mueation.*

92

1 * Economic -Organisati on i
•I*

fypes and activities of eaotu Business Clubs,
Chamber of Commerce, Employers* Leagues* Labor
Unions , Improvement Associations* a M
a*

so forth*

Heball Merchants Association*
Organ!sod to f ind the credit rating of citizens*

b*

Chamber of Commerce*
Organised to advance the interests of the
comnaity* industries and civic welfare* To aid in the conservation and advancement
of the business and professional interest©
of the city and state % to foster and encourage
the agricultural development of the territory
contributory to Alexandria, and to bring its
members into closer union and cooperation*

o*

Alexandria trades Comoil*
An organisation, consisting of delegates from
various labor organisations having- for its
purpose the advancement of union laboring
men#s welfare*

d»

Bus Drivers1' Union*
Organised for the welfare of the drivers and
to regulate hours and wages*

92*

Chamber of Commercet Record© f. 1931

i m

Xfnion

a,

OrgaaiMd to rogu&ate wtge® and hours and to
impro^m aog&iag CMOttditione gana rally*
f*

Boat Offio# 01 arks*
Organised to rogoiat# wagas and hours and to
improw working. conditions torotagh laflua&oe
of Oo&graastasn*

g*

torioua miXro&d union*?
Qr&or of Hallway Conductors of Aaiariea*
Mmttor&ood of looomotlr# BagiBeor»t
Brotherhood of looos&otlra Fir*m*& and
liiglf^oris*
Banefid Association of Hallway Bmployoas*
Organlastiona tor t&a bmnmtit of tte

I*

laboring alaaa*
9S
totali trad#* I M S
I#

Oanaus of Hatall Distribution in Alamadria 1030
a*

ffumhar of atoras^«d65

t*

Bropriatora and firm mmbars^iiot on pay
roil****000

o..

ifitaptoyaaaH^full tiaowtod

■r

93*

r f in ^ r w r t n iim ij w o iw

dumber or Cossaaroe, Raeorflu.

»m

.'nr.-'.::i rri,.~..i)j.';iyiii:,::MNJi]iarrOijXTii»]qtr

d*

Set Calais****$9t00&*aoO

#*

steel:® os hand end of year— tl*§s§-*#©0
(Figured on Coet Frio# _

f* fetal fair tell— full time and part time—
'9*19*000-*.
S*

Public Market
fhia market eras Inherited by to# Olty to- be used
am a publio market* otherwise it reverts to toe
aetata*

toe inside of toe market la M a t e d to

earioue buaizkoeeae* toe outside la rented to toe
country people for teeaty^fire m n t m per day#

By

tote mo m x m toe people of alasaadyla are ysDttdad
with fraah products daily*
S*

90
Purchasing Fower of toe Olty
a*

Far capita Income— between, #lf000 and 91*900
per year

b*
,o«

Compares fairofahiy with otter oomtmibtee
law® end Seeulatione
Manufacturer® pay $ *95 per §100 on their working
capital*

0a active corporation* depend lag upon

■it® capital ebook* and ail pay a franchise tas
of approximately #50 per peer*

94*
95*

Chamber of Commerce# Beeor&a
Ibid-*

161

90

XT*

L T V X m OQSDXXXOBS
A*

Types of homes
1*

Humber of one^fsmily and two~f&mily housest
One^family*^© ,000
3fro*famXly~*£5' {flats)

3*

Humber of apartment houses and tenements
tenement a— 40
Apartmen t&«*<*100

3*

Rents vary ace carding to location*

prices range from #3© to #73 per month*
97
B*,- Condition of Homes in City*
X*

Alexandria is a city of the average size
and the conditions of the homes are
unusually-good*

It is an old city with

-I

many old Colonial houses in the lower
part of town near'the waterfront, which
used to he the more prominent business
and residential section, but now the
more modern houses, and even the merchants
are moving up toward the.Union station*
Xhe main street is, in the center of

90;
97*

Chamber of Cornerse* Records*
Interviews*'real. estate operators and building
contractors*

$te town running sect and west*

there mrm not many

dwelling houses on Elng ©treat as it is the business
section of the town*,

;/aehliagten street runs north

and south across King Street about t&e canter of ttm
town*

a great deal of traffic runs on Washington

Street because it is

a

part of the newly constructed

boulevard* considered the finest in the United
States*

Alexandria*© main residential ©action*

Eoeessont* is to the north of union Station*'
is the newer part of town and
have modern conveniences*

ail

This

of the homes

The houses are usually

large with lawns is both front and bach*

The

conditions of the homes in Eosement are somewhat
above the average*
*>el Ray* once a small town in Arlington County
northeast of So&emont* -has been recently annexed
to Alexandria*

It is not densely populated and

>v

is mostly'a residential district*
0*

itatletios as to modern improvements in homes?
Modern plumbing in practically all the horns s in
.city and suburbs*
Approximately #*000 house© are properly wired*

98*

Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company £ City $*e. Works|
Virginia Public Service Company 1931*se» Interviews*

165

liumber of gas nebera installed****3 r6O0

Vixadbw .of

toXephone@-*4*B65

Heaidetiae telephone

*955

Business telephone &-*■*»**%,BOO

Hates*
Independent Besidraea******^#S*00
Independent Business^****-*** 5*00
Teo^party resides oe^**-■-**«*** S#I5
Two**party b u s l n e *■><<*«* 4# 00
3*

Ccffisp&rieoir with other oltiea*
Ale&andrle' compares favorably, with other
oitles, but needs modern apartseats vary

badly*

0* Dumber of people owning homes*

00

About 60 par eart* or X f500 people ora their
hose a*

V*

Beal Batata values In 19BB***»#19 *404*6X0*
100
Health Conditionst
A*

Vital Statisttoex 1951

X*

Birth rogl etered*»**58B

B*

Seethe reporte4»»3TO
a*

Age. Croups^Tho deaths rare hot sepa*rated assorting to age
groupa*

Beporte from various aompany off leer o— Chesapaate and
Fotozgae Telephone Oompa&y* OXty Gas 7?ork«# Virginia
Publio Herviee Company X931-3B*
100 *

Health ©apartment* Baeor&e#

X64

b #- dauses^fbe deaths were not separated
accerding bo causes*

101
B*

Accidents
1*

Bmber~-from January 1, 193X to Boo amber 1, 1930
»£40

0,» Humber of people injured-**109
3*

Humber of people killed*"*?

4*

Property wag damaged in 133 of the accidents*

^h© most common seen© of accidents in Alexandria ia on
v/aebington and ^King Streets* because of congestion of
traffic and the fact that drivers out corner© short or
ignore the lights#

Most of these accidents could hare

been prevented by more careful driving and observation of
laws*

Recently there has been a safety drive in the state

of Virginia*

Every car has to be Inspected and adjusted

by an authorised agent*

It is believed that this will

materially reduce the number of accidents*
, 10B
CU Community Health Activitiess
1*

sanitation
a*

Food Inspection
Food is inspected one© every month by
a state Inspector*

101*
100*

Records* Police Department* 1930#
Annual Report* Health Department* 1931#

xm

b.

Milk inspection
The milk and the dairies are Inspected once every
month*

a*

Oarbage disposal
Garbage is collected twice every week by tbs city.
Sewage is emptied into the X'Otomac Hirer and the
garbage is placed on dumps and burned,

d* *Water supply*
1*

Amplefrom the Bareroft Bam

£#

Water

inspection* The water is inspected three

times a week.

®bis process lasts about forty**

eight hours, and if contamination Is found, it
la Immediately corrected#

The ®iby Health

Department also tests all outside wells and
cisterns within a fangs of five miles of the
city#
Mineral analysis of water collected direct from distribu
ting reservoir#
Fta. Per

color-—

—

*—
.#»■«»»M

new* *»»

Alltelin ity—
Hardness---**—

—

#

—

01

—

SB #6

166

Pts* Per

Total Dt ssolved Solids—— *-*-*—*■-.—*-»**<«,« 60* to 01*
Iron-

<mwm****m.m
/m«•*<m-«•*w»******■*•»#m*m#»#*w «■»—»«■»<tmm* *K

Calcium Oxide—^

l^jpj

^1 '
*««m*tmmm■*»>•*.

<
j
,10

•.«*»*•«»'**.*»►«..****>. i_Qt

*»»«■*»«■»-<M>•«»«amikmm4m«*»■»•►«»»"»» '
Hi 1 ^2

Sulphate Q«■»—».wtmmmmmmpm:»nmi«■>»w> :n»Kfc.wHfMjifmmmmm utiM* SU&?
Qhl

2*

^mw **

Medical and Nurelng Service;
a.

*r*»w»<m>- 0*0
100

Publio Healbh~-Mtrcsiag*
Alexandria’s Health Beparbmant furnishes a
nurse whoa© services are free to all the city*
Inspection of children in the sobools and
private Homes of those who cannot pay for a
private nurse- are among her duties*

A doctorfa

service:is provided for the poor*
b.

Child and Infant-Hygiene*

There is a free health clinic for children
the city health department*
e*

Industrial Hygiene* .
Alexandria has one industrial nuree— the
remainder of this worh is carried on by
doctors, hospitals# and private nurses*

'

100

*

Records of -Health department t 1903*

16?

d*

Qlt&lsol Servios^Ssntal
fhors la no doabist e^irlo^od for th* poor of- the
etty*

3ia ma&iual dusters ant aenttsts assist

with t M © worB:*

e«

Clinical Derbies#
M e m n d r i a ha© a rery competent doctor who 1® la

ehar©S o f th e h e a lth o f f la#*

H alf o f h io d u tie s

s v s p r iv a te p r s o tis # f o r w&ioh h© o h a sgss th e
reg u la r professional fa#*, tbs rest of hi© tiss
l a g iv en t o th e poor o f tb s e ity *
i&sxan&ria h a s tlss aasosd la r g e s t and eieen eeh H ealth
Department of tbs state* s s m s announced in the hast
report* 1951.
tm
0#

Hospltaliaatlon*
1*

HUabssMons

Um

'$yp0*+*genmT&X

3*

0 apaoit5r^it

hods#

tfo sta lu s p r iv a te rooms*

seml^priimte wards* wo^mn* e m r i * men1® ward*
ealopod ward* and e ward for o M M n s *

4*

Humary o f w

l done during 1901$

fto ts l am b er o f p a t lout© etolhfed******
Hus^bsr of hospital

Amraga numbs? o f p at io u t
HUSlhSr Of t 1
j?U3ShOr Of
Muffishsr o f ops r a t ion &■*>**
<|WiKIWC.a>»w«m ilHl —

104.

ir 11||» ^ » »W^IMIWI«I»W»«I|I»<W»»«««* l»■JIW»«■<!«■»■»»»■■» »<»IHH»*I> WWWIBHW*li»»«»ni*i
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64
39S
101
i* io q
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A l«x«ia4rle idoaplfcal Report, 1931.

im

Humber of major operations-*—

410

Humber of minor operations—

690

Smergenoy cases—**-—

*»*»«*«* 1,/8S4

Be-dressing 3»**«■*«•»*»-a*■«» «'»'
»i
«Wim'10n«»«l.'in»t.«■*
Free oaa** —
Days of free nursing—
6*

D*

1,976

««*m*** *■>»■»■*»:■**■*»
—

—

401

4 f$8&
105

Control of Contagious Diseases;

Compulsory vaccination and strict quarantine*
106
Safety Conditions, 1958*
1*

Fire Department
Fifteen paid men; one automobile! six engines and
a chemical wagon; two book-and-ladder trucks! four
stations*

Hydrants are placed on oorn©rs— >excelient

water pressure*
E*

Felice Department, 19381
Adequate service-35 man; one station! eight pieces
of motor equipment; two cars, radio equipped in
station, two telephones*

3*

Good traffic regulations*

Street Sighting, etc*
FractlcaHy all streets are paved and well lighted*

105;
106,

Health Department Officer, Interview*
Police Department Hecords, 1958 and interviews with the
fire chief*
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Mf
m*

m b z m m m j

A*

m p

prime, i m z

Juvenile Delinquents*
1..*

Juvenile crime ia

lower in Alemndria

than In most cities of the same population
In the Putted States*

The number brought to

court numbered only 303 „ and of those» two*
thirds are for petty offenses, characteristic
of children*
Agencies caring for Juvenile delinquents;
3*

Juvenile and Domestic Relations Oourt
Judge f Clerk, and Probation Officer*

This court ‘convenes after Police Oourt every day and
tries all cases, involving family troubles*

This court

also maintains supervision of children of needy parents
and places them in-homes where possible cooperation
with the Day Bursery* Iv&kota Farm# and State Board of
Public Welfare in placing underprivileged children
where they will be cared for properly*
B#

Crime t
1*. Humber*^average ten. violations of the law dally*.
0*

Type^*mlnor ■caeea^miedemaaaore, breaking of
traffic regulation, prohibition* and vulgarity*

3*

Fine s~**Breaking of traffic regulation* five
dollars; breaking the prohibition law* #90*50,

icy*

Police Department Records, 1930*

170

The above eaaos are handled fey the Police Court.
Corporation Courts
Handles easos of core trrsortsncs, ovah as burglary,
felony and murder.
There are.- two juries;
CrtmC Jury indicta;
Petit Jury render® the verdiot.
Appxosimtely 800 eases were tried ana convicted in the
Police Court and the Corporation Court in 1$3@*
C.

",’elfars Agenales for Adult Criminals and their feralUe*.
It a san is nut in jail, and he has a family dependent
upon his. the judge renders a decision whether or not he
will fee paid while in jail,

tt

he is nald. the money la

turned over to the prisoner*» family each day.
Is determined fey the number In the family,

The amount

local charity

organisations give food and clothing, feat not money,
other Organisations s
Bed Cross, WastisliRletsr Building, co m e r of Prlnoe end
Pitt Streets
The United Charities, City Ball, 100 bloofc Stortfe jRoyal
Street
Salvation Array, 3S5 King Street
Rotary Club
Kinanis Club, George fiacoo Hotel
Church organisations

a*

The Red Oroas
Located in the George Mason Eotai— opon from
nine in the morning until four In the afternoon#

b*

Day nursery
Open all day— cares for neglected children and
for children whose parents work#

Seventeen

children live there and eight stay during the
day only*

The Day nursery was opened last year

for the first time*
e#

Other Societies
Women*& Club— help in many ways to provide better
living conditions for the poor of the city*

d*

Anne Lee Memor ial Home
Established many years ago for elderly ladies
who have no home or family*

One

mxst

fee physi**

sally git before entericg^msaniag' sane* and in
,, good health*

A small fee of #100 la deposited

on entrance to the home*
Humber of members— 19
twelve from Virginia
e*

Church Gpgsnisations
All the .churches have benevolent organisations
which render valuable1aid to the needy*

108*,

Interview* Office of the Associated Charities*

178

f # Associated Oharities
located in the Chamber of Commerce Building*
Supported by public contributions.
All calls are carefully investigated and
worthy cases are helped*
g,

Branch of Virginia Tuberculosis Association
Direct aim— helping those afflicted with
tuberculosis*.

h»

Sells Christmas seals to

help defray expenses*
109
The Salvation Army
Helps transients as well as unfortunate
families or individuals#

All calls are In**

vestigated and careful records kept*

After

the transient has registered* he must work
one hour for supper, a night*s lodging, and
breakfast*- - The work is in the Army woodyard— the wood is donated and brought in from
the country*

The wood is out into stove ©fme

and delivered to applicants*

Deliveries are

made about four o*clock each day*
hour is from six to seven*
Menui
Supper—

109 *

salvation Army Records *

The supper

X75

fro bowls of stew* containing meat*
potatoes* turnips* and bean a; one
onp of. milki' four siloes of treat*
Breakfast**
Coffee | rolled oat a with milk ant
sugar* tread*
Capacity.
ThTBB &cfeen regulation military cots*
equipped with a straw mattress and a
military blanket*.
Humber of oases for winter 193&
lodg in g***■***************«**

'■**•*»«««)3*03

Xhankagtring i>inner s^-*•*-***«•** 00
Christmas ba eket s~<**-•***-*— **.«* 50
Xn 1931* 390 oases applied for Christmas
toys#
110
i,

United Charity Bureau
Organised by the ministers of fee myious
churohe s *
fha Olty Council donates finances for the
welfare of this organisation#
Amount spent in

110*

Interview with Manager* United Charities*

174

Number of families h© Xpa

**1*000

Number of persons hoip©d~~betw©en S,O0G and
0*000
j#

111
CeneraX Charity Situation in AXeaauadrXa
Organisations receive an appropriation from
the Government of the City of Alexandria and
the remainder of the funds are subscribed
by the citisens.

X tT * ? * ?

r | i t T'f'* T O T T ^
A /* m t 1y r T*?*‘y t ? S5 *
V1XX. rMlaX
1w J»UUhJ> iU^XXvXXX&S.

A*

Churches
1,

Baptist
a.

lumber*— 14

b<

{X| White— 4
{a) Congregation— S*B00

{b| Member©—
2*200

e.

fX| Negro— 10
{a} Congregation— 3,200

(b) Members—
2*000

d.

Activities*
(X| Women* s Missionary Societies
{2) Baptist young Peoples Wnion
C3) 0irX*s Auxiliary
{4| Royal Ambassadors
C$)

Sunbeams

(6? Young Women*© Association
111*

Interview with Manager* Whited Charities.
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S.

Metfaodlafc
a*

Saiabef~»7

b.

Cl| mifee— ■6
(a) CongregatIon— 2,000

(b) tBnBber***
1»«20

o#

Cl) Kecro— 1
(e) Congregation—

800

{b) Member a—
260

0*

Activities?
Cl) Prayer Meeting
C8) Sunday Gehool
{3} Ejwrortb .League

i

&•

£:rosbyter2&na
«u
b*

U)
f«) lloiM^gntlosbM»SOO

a#

lb) l§mbe3m^«*S0#

m
(a) OoBgi?agat1qr~»SQ0 ih) mm

&*

Actlvltl**?
(1) £r&y»r' Hasti&g

(ft}

S i m M y

|S)
4*

ftohooX
Council

MpimQp&X
a*

llbmbeiv**?

b*

13>)
fa) Oongregat 1o b *-^4 *0-00 tb) l$®2x&es*&~~3,500

0*

|X)

176

(a) Congregation— — 300

(b) Members—
1 7 5

d#

_

Activities*
Cl) Brotherhood of St; Andrews
CS) Frayed Mooting
|3) Sunday school
f&) Weakly Services
tB| Five Glasses of Ladies* Organ!zabi ona

5*

Catholic
a*

Humber— S

b*

C D •\ffolbe*«*&
|a) Congregation— 5 *O0C (b) Members—
4,500

c*, fl}' Hegro— 1
fa} Congregation— 1*BOO

fb) Members—
1*000

&*

Aotlvitles*
Cl) Holy Hame Organization
{&) Knights of Columbus
(3) B&ily Services

0*

Hebrew
a*

Humber— S

b*

i(l) jfhite
fa) Congregation— B7S

(b) Members—
B?5

c«

Activities*

{3.| Prayer Meeting
{0} tSe&*e Auxiliary
(8) Ladies Auxiliary
Christian
a»

Buaber— i

h*

(1) White— »1
(a)

a*

eo»@reeation— B00
{t>) »fe»bers— 196

Activities*
(1) Prayer Meeting
(S) Christian Society

Adventist
a*

llumber— S

b«

(1) White—<*X
{a) Congregation— SG0

e»

(1) Hegro— 1
(a)

a*

(b) Membera— 280

Congregation— -27B
fb) Members— -S40

Activities*
{!) Prayer Meeting.
(E) Adventist Society

Sollnasa
a.

thaabor— 1

b.

(!) White— 0

e*

(1) Hegro— 1
Ca) Congregation— 2QG

6«

Aotltitles?
(1) Spirit of QoS

(b) Members— ITS

3.78

(8) Bouse of God
10«

bothersa
a*

Humber— l

b.

{a.}
Ca> aongregabian— 40®

a*

(X) Ssgro— O

d*

Aotlvltiest

(b) Members— 300

{X) Prayer Heating
{2} Weekly Sertrlae
11,

Pentaooetal
a*. Humber— 1
b.

(1) White— -1
fa) Congregation— 300

o*

<1} Hegro— O

4*

Activities!

Cb) Member®— SOO

(X) Additional llight Services
(2) Bo group activities outside of
buildtogs,
(3} Ho Y, M* 0, A, la Alexandria
(41 Bo Y* W. 0* A* in Alexandria
(0} Ho City Missions la Alexandria
-

IX,

YACHJHEEB3 BOB RSCHBATIOHt

A*

Description and resources of each!
1#

115.

113

delft

Director of playgrounds and theater Managers.

170

One eourao, privately owned by Belle H a m
Country Club.

Medium site— located about

one telle from town*
0*

Outdoor Swimming Pools
Open three months e year— average of 100 people
attend dally*
,

Usually profit about #500
*

annually*

Kodera sanitary precautions are

taken— cleaned every week*— running water all
the time.

Sigh school boy® who have passed

the life guard test serve as life guards*
5*

Playgrounds*
Humber— four* open three months* and only for
.children up to twelve years old*

4*

Theaters:
a*

Humber-three

b*

Richmond on Fing Street—
1.

largest,* best vltaphone equipment,
recently remodeled*

1*

Capacity— 850 seats*

3*

Average attendance— between 400 and
800

4.

Opens at 1*30 and closes at lit00
o ‘oloo3c.

180

5*

Admission™
fa) Aftern0en~~OhlX&ren9 fifteen cents
Adults, thirty cent a

Cb) Evening^ChlXdren, fifteen cents
Adults, forty cents
fc) lounge seats are always fifty
cents*
cu

Ingomr^Oeeond largest theater*- with
a capacity of 800 seats*

a*

The Palm-— A small theater situated in
Pel Bay^oapaeity*-*»4O0 seats*

e*

The theaters in Alexandria are ©pen
erery day except Sunday*

The

Blue Law of Virginia prohibits
theaters in the state to'open
on Sunday*

5*

Hone of the theaters

hay© etas© attractions#
114
Libraries?
Oldest incorporated library in Virginia is
located in Alexandria*

Organl&ed in If92 by

a board of ladi©s-«still operating under the
.Jurisdiction of a board composed of ladles*

114*

Interview’with City Public Librarian and High School
librarian*
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a*

Kasse— •Alexandrla Public Library.
It

[lumbar of oubsorito®rs~**8QO

2*

Volumes— -10,000

S.

Type--»eab8ariptloa— .free .reading room,
So&wflotion books oay bo rented at the
prico of twenty-five cents a m e k ,
Contains books published la the 19th
century,

b.

Silhouette Shop Library.
1.

Opened in 1929-*-privetely owned and
operated*

Z*

Books are loaned at tbs rats of three
cents a day*

o*

There are fifteen small circulating
libraries distributed throughout the oity,
which base a circulation of about twenty*
fire books a week.

i»

School Libraries*
1*

Alexandria High school

8.

Humber of roluasea— £,000

S*

Oiroulation— from September lla 1938*
8,568 were circulating among the students#

a*

Jefferson Orataaar School
1.

Humber of roluaes— 1,230

f. _ Parker Gray School (colored)
1*

Huaber of volumee— *4Q0

zea

ill
1*

O M Dominion 3o»t Club:
A private organisation* with a charter dating
toaok t o .1809.
a*

Ksmborsblp— S5

b*

Activities:
1*

Boating

8*

Tennis

5.

Handball

4*

Swimming

3*

Dancing

6.

Indoor athletics of all kinds

?.

Basketball

8,

It la Interesting to note that the
Old Dominion Club is regarded ee
District of Colurabia property and,
therefore* does not con® under the
jurisdiction of Virginia laws,
‘

7«

116

Concertsi
the people of Alexandria are deprived the
enjoyment of concerts chiefly because of the
lack of a city auditorium.

During the sum**

m®r months* weekly Beak concerts are hold is
the open air.

118*
116*

In 1988* approximately 8*600

Interview with Club Secretary.
Interview with Secretary* Chamber of Commerce*

183

people attended these affaire, but In 1938*

8#

the number dropped to about S00*
117
Parka;

S.

There la one public park witbln Alexandria*
118
Fortner’s Arena*
This arena la the scene of wrestling among
some of tbe beet fighters available and

10.

attracts large crowds*
119
Travelling Shows s
Carnivals— -undesirable and are gradual!y
disappearing.

TJaually visit the city onoe

or twice a year#■
11.

120

Pool Rooms and Bowling Alleys*
a* Astryke’s Fool Room on King Street
b,

tylee* Fool Room on King Street

o. Crystal Pool Room on Fayette street
d.

there is a pool room for the colored
people on the corner of Fayette and
Cameron streets,

e*

Bowlins Alley#*
1.

Health Canter Bowling Alley;
Ken and woman both have competitive
team##

117.
116#

US*

ISO*

One night a week for women’s

Interview w.tb Secretary* Chamber of Coas&eroa.
Ibid.
Ibid#
Interview with managers of pool rooms and.bowling
alleye#

alom *

Also mxqgr meofeanlo*!

ere provided for tu# p i j s m m m
<kT t&o euetonere*
lft»

Cmt&cer
1 * Baggett** Field* near tmion Station* it
tbe eeene of hifrh eehoci and aamt^nr©**
tGoedami hambaZX m &

football game*

during cea&oBcw
S*

Five anall- field© of tlxa vaee&t .lot type
era else need 'fey tbe general pufeii# a a

13*

fcaeoball csromC©*
. i n
ill© Aroory Gall 5
r^
.one of tii© '^oet important plaoee of
•

rooreatlon for tao people of /ilexandrta.
During t?ie baahetball & m & m th&xo are
m n f gassed played*,

^hi© ball i© capable

of ©eating a large number of •pmmn® ant
the aflmienica fee l a noraical.
£*

T m

Alesanarla light infantry drills hers

each ‘faesday ovonine.
8*

labile Qesoss ore held ho re during the
year *

121.

a&temriew with aaatodies*

185

21

qpB&xx o m m m

The following, questionnaire was sent t&e group which
entered the Alexandria High School In 1926t
March 3, 1935
Osar

J k lw m .u a t

We are making a study of the group which entered
the Alexandria High School in 19S6 for a period of
eight years# Tour name will not appear in the sum
mary of the"findings,we are concerned with#
After the years listed below* please giro the
information naked for#
A prompt 'and accurate reply will he appreciated#
Sincerely y<rare»
.■{signed)

B# *f* Honours
Principal

19S6 # in high school
working ,
; salary t

s in college
u». *

*
....

(The same information was requested for each of the eight
years* 1936 through 1934#)
Ihirty-nlne pupils answered the first group- of ques
tionnaires* which were mailed in March*. 1935# •Seventeen
were returned by the post office, the remainder were sent
a second request*
Forty-four replies'were received which had been mark
ed in a usable, manner*

Sills number represents slightly

more than forty per cent of the number which entered the
high school in 1936*

186

1

8* Group Intelligence fast
Given the Group which Entered in 1986
flie national Intelligence fast was given the group
upon entrance *
8
Scores

Frequency

100-104,99
105-109.99
110-114,99
115-119.99
180-124.99
125-129.99
130-134.99
155-139,99
140-144,99
145-149.99
150-154.99
155-159.99
160-164,99
ISumber.
Mode
Median
Average
Bangs
2*

X*

5
7
7
9
a
10
18
9
10
7
X
0
X
92
132*5
129*0
127*8
62

Midpoint
X0B*5
107*5
1X2*5
117*5
122*5
187*5
130*5
137*5
142*5
147*5
152*5
157*5
162*5

First nuarbil©
Second luartiie
fhird Quartile
Standard Deviation
Average Deviation

D

fB

FB

6
30
5
35
4
28
27
3
2
16
1
10
0* A*
9
X
20
0
21
3
4
4
5
0
a
6

180
175
112
ax
38
10
9
40
65
16
0
36

117*22
127*00
137*77
13*525
11*245

Mors for Scale A, eighth grade * October test 139*00*
{Baaed on 2832 cases)

By* Haggerty, 12* B.** fersan, 1* 15** fhorndlfea, 1# l*t
Whlppel, G* M*| Fork©a, B* M*
National Intelligence feats* V*hlpp©X , 0* M* * Director*
Supplement Humber 3*

VT*PA

Henry frevili&n romrnre

Com., Hovc-rler 4* X©04 in tallies* ettKrg» Virginia*

Attended UlXXlmzehwe®
Mary Academy*

se&eoX and william and

Graduated from the College of william

and Mary* 1984*

TTe^ deployed for rise yearn after attending college
for two years by the On. Baat Engineering Company

at roftayaan* Virrlnic*; Ulliniayton* Peltruereg and
Eeolmft, lowa$ wo:* alno employed by tto Saint Louie
Goto ana o&eriaaX Co-^pany# taint Xoulo* Missouri*
during title tte#*
Taught at Colonial Beach High School* Colonial
ieaeft* Virginia! Slfterb^VlIftert Consolidated Softool*
Ilfterb* Want Virginiai and for the paat eleven year©
have fteea principal of the fefferson Softool* bfte
Alojcandrla High Softool and tfte George Washington High
Softool in Alexandria* Virginia*

